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Charlie Young
18lbs - Old Lake
Tricklebrook
Fishery

Tel:

07936 409912

email: enquiries@sandwichlakes.co.uk

www.sandwichlakes.co.uk
Sandwich Ash Road (A257), Near Canterbury CT3 2DA

FREE
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A

s I sit here writing my opening
piece for the August
magazine, Summer seems
to have finally arrived!
After some ‘hit and
miss’ conditions
over the last few
weeks, the
sunshine is here!
Despite the
indifferent weather
prior to the ‘heatwave’
our weather has been
remarkably dry! I hope I haven’t
put a curse on the sunshine!

‘Sunrise’ courtesy
of Dave Little

The dry weather has enabled the farming community to cut the grass for hay making which is vital for feeding over wintering livestock. With the cost of
feed going through the roof, a stock of the home grown feed will be a welcome relief. However, there are many crops which will be needing some water so
let's hope we get some gentle rain, preferably overnight and not in one huge thunderstorm! Fishery owners that I have been talking to are desperate for
some water to refresh and top up their lakes. One fishery is seeing levels in lakes down by 18''. Mother Nature generally makes things right so fingers
crossed she sees us alright in the weeks to come. If you are fishing and notice any distressed fish please let the bailiﬀ know immediately.
Despite the dry and warm conditions catches have remained very good with some nice fish reported. Ray Harris, who had that magnificent brace of rudd
recently, was in touch to tell me about his nephew Dave Clark who had a monster rudd of 5lbs 4ozs! Dave’s fish would have smashed the current record of
4lbs 10ozs, however Dave is not making a claim. His story and photos are featured in the magazine!
If you follow the magazine's Facebook page on a regular basis, you may have seen some wonderful videos sent to us by Alex Coutts. Alex visits local venues,
commercial and private, and fishes very simply with his centre pin and float. Alex's approach to angling is so refreshing and many anglers have told me that
they have adapted their previous approach after seeing Alex’s success with some amazing results. Do check out Alex's videos when you get a chance!
The ‘cost of living crisis’ is currently aﬀecting us all and there does not appear to be a quick fix as many of the factors causing it are international and
beyond our control. However, I would ask that, more than ever, you support your local tackle shop! The coming months are going to be tough and your
support is absolutely vital. Many tackle shops will do their utmost to ‘price match’ big ticket items so do ask them if you are considering making some
purchases in the near future. We have lost a number of tackle shops in the past few years and we really don't want to lose any more of these vital
‘angling hubs’!
Keep on sending me your catch reports and news by email or via a message to the Facebook page. I always endeavour to feature as many as possible
every month depending on page space being available.

Enjoy your fishing! Barry Reed

The Freshwater Informer
6 Meadow Way | Wouldham | Rochester ME1 3GR
e: barnic@btinternet.com

COPY DEADLINE for SEPTEMBER 2022

MONDAY 22nd August 2022 at 5pm

01634 869317
07722 025449

The Freshwater Informer cannot accept responsibility for the quality of
goods or services advertised in this publication. All views expressed are
those of the contributors concerned. All images received are accepted
as being true and accurate and as described.

HENFOLD BAIT & TACKLE Henfold Lakes, Henfold Lane, Newdigate RH5 4RW

TACKLE HIRE AND TUITION AVAILABLE

07956 043922
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Fishery Reports

August 2022

Tricklebrook Fishery Five Oak Green, Kent

Charlie Young - 20lbs New Lake

Charlie Young - 21lbs Old Lake

Elvis Reed - 35lbs 11ozs New Lake

Lee Young - 26lbs Old Lake

Graham Beadle - 22lbs Old Lake

Owen Macauley - 20lbs New Lake

2022-07-06

Graham Beadle - 26lbs 8ozs Old Lake

Jason Ferreiraa - 25lbs Tricklebrook

2022-07-06

2022-07-06

Wylands International AC Battle, East Sussex
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This fantastic coarse fishery consists of two very well stocked lakes.
A 4 acre specimen lake stocked with big Catfish up to 50lbs, huge Carp
up to 40lbs, big Perch up to 6lbs and beautiful Roach over 3lbs. And a 1 acre
match fishing lake teaming with a variety of species weighing up to 28lbs.

find us on facebook and instagram
.

TEL 07743 955812 | 01892 835453 | EMAIL info@tricklebrookfishery.co.uk
Tricklebrook Fishery | Colts Hill | Five Oak Green | TN12 6SH
Telephone bookings are to be paid in advance and are non-refundable • Credit and Debit cards now accepted

LAKE RULES
11. NO FIXED LEAD RIGS. ALL LEADS MUST PASS FREELY OVER LEADER
KNOTS. RIG CHECKS WILL BE CARRIED OUT

1.

A TICKET MUST BE PURCHASED BEFORE FISHING

2.

ALL NETS, UNHOOKING MATS AND WEIGH SLINGS MUST BE DRY BEFORE
DIPPING IN THE DISINFECTANT BATHS

3.

NO NUTS OR PARTICLE

12. RECREATIONAL DRUGS WILL NOT BE TOLERATED - IMMEDIATE BAN
FOLLOWS

4.

BOILIE AND PELLET ONLY FOR SPECIMEN AND BACK LAKE - ALL BAIT
WILL BE INSPECTED

13. PLEASE INFORM FISHERY MANAGEMENT OF ANY SNAGGED TACKLE
OR FISH

5.

ALL FISH MUST BE RETURNED TO THE WATER AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE
FOLLOWING CAPTURE. NO STANDING. FISH MUST BE HELD LOW OVER A
MAT/CRADLE FOR PHOTOGRAPHS

14. ANY FISH OVER 28LB MUST BE REPORTED TO BAILIFF

6.

MINIMUM 15LB LINE AND NO BRAIDED MAIN LINE

17. NO BAIT BOATS

7.

NO SACKING OR RETAINING OF FISH IS PERMITTED. THE REMOVAL OF
FISH FROM THIS VENUE WILL BE VIEWED AS A CRIMINAL ACT

8.

EACH ANGLER MUST HAVE A MINIMUM OF 42 INCH LANDING NET AND A
LARGE PADDED UNHOOKING MAT/CRADLE REGARDLESS OF TARGET
SPECIES ON SPECIMEN AND BACK LAKE

18. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH ANY OF THE RULES WILL RESULT IN BEING
ASKED TO LEAVE AND/OR BANS WHERE APPROPRIATE AND NO REFUND
WILL BE OFFERED

9.

BARBLESS HOOKS ONLY

10. NO LEAD CORE, NO FUSED LEADERS OF ANY KIND INCLUDING SAFEZONE

15. NO DOGS ALLOWED
16. BARBECUES ALLOWED IF OFF THE GROUND

19. TRICKLEBROOK IS NOW OPERATING A ZERO-TOLERANCE
POLICY TO ANY ACTS OF AGGRESSION OR ABUSE
TOWARDS ITS BAILIFFS AND STAFF
20. ALL RUBBISH TO BE TAKEN HOME

OPENING TIMES
SUMMER 7AM - 7PM WINTER 7AM TO DUSK

5
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Fishery Reports
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Greenacres Farm Fishery Biddenden, Kent
Speci 1 fishing has been steady through this warm weather with fish showing
over small baited areas using your chosen choice of hook bait on the hair.
Speci 2 Carp are still showing but are being very dominated by the large
catfish. Any bait is working at the minute especially late afternoons and
through the night to early mornings when it is not so hot.
Heron Still fishing really well on float or quiver tactics for a mixed bag of
fish.
Kingfisher This is a
brilliant lake if you are
starting up fishing for
the first time as it is
full of fish and keeps you busy all day. This lake can be
booked out for matches if you give us a call!!!
Bluebell A very unique lake tucked out the way, this
lake holds some lovely tench to 6lb and carp to 10lb
and is very peaceful.
Special Summer Holiday offer!
Kids under 10 fish for free with one rod with a full
paying adult on Kingfisher or Bluebell throughout the
6 weeks school holiday. doN’T miSS ouT!!!!

9 FANTASTIC LAKES TO SUIT ALL FROM BEGINNERS
TO ADVANCED ANGLERS

Coarse Fishing
Ca琀ish &
Carp Lakes

FISHING BAITS
Open 7 days a week

BOOKING ESSENTIAL
On site
tackle shop
and snack bar

4 893394
0142

DELIVERY
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

Monday - Saturday 9am until 5pm
Sunday 10am until 4pm
Large variety
of 琀ckets
available

Senior
Discount Days
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
JUST £6 ALL DAY

Private
lake hire
available
on request

Powdermill Lane
Ba琀le East Sussex
TN33 0SU

PINIONS
01622 718580
431 London Road, Ditton, Aylesford ME20 6DB
(only 5 minutes from M20 Junction 5) Ample FREE parking

WhatsApp us on

07808 645806

Set in the
heart of
1066 country

Inclusive ﬁshing and accommoda琀on packages at great prices.
Touring and camping ﬁelds to include electric hook
up.
hook‐up.

Lakeside pod hire
Toilet and shower facili
facili琀es
Farm Shop

www.wylands.co.uk

Check out our Instagram page

#pinionsfishingbaits

www.pinionspetfoods.co.uk
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GREENACRES FARM FISHERY

Sissinghurst Road | Biddenden | Kent | TN27 8EH
Located on the Weald of Kent in Biddenden we offer syndicate quality lakes for all. There is one specimen
lake for carp up to 30lbs+, one specimen predator lake for carp to 27lbs+, catfish to 60lbs+ and pike,
one match lake with twenty-two purpose built swims, one coarse lake and finally a tench/family pond.
Facilities include a club house with toilets, shower, wet room and kitchen facilities.
This beautiful setting needs to be visited and enjoyed!

Prices start at £10 per session on the coarse lakes, £15 for the specimen lakes
rising to £25 for a 24 hour ticket (£5 extra for a third rod).
Gates open at 7am and close at 7pm
SENIOR DAY TICKETS ON OUR COARSE LAKES HERON AND BLUEBELL ARE AVAILABLE FOR £5 MONDAY TO WEDNESDAY

To book, please call or text us on 07933

934942

or visit our website www.greenacresfarmfishery.co.uk
Email : greenacresfarmfishery@gmail.com
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Beaver Fishery Lingfield, Surrey
As of writing this report we have been in the middle of a very hot
and dry spell and are facing an unprecedented weather forecast of
extreme heat over the next few days. We have seen the water
levels drop on some of the lakes and we are monitoring this and
conducting regular oxygen level tests to ensure the fishes
wellbeing. If at any stage we need to close a lake or pond we will
notify all anglers via our facebook page.
Unfortunately there isn’t enough room for all the captures, so the
following is some of the highlights, firsts and PBs that have been
reported to us over the past month. Well done and good angling to
the following:
Snipe lake Steven Gallagher continues his good form banking
3 carp to 24lbs 8ozs, phil clegg banked 4 more carp to 28lbs
8ozs, danny Neale banked a pB grassie at 18lbs, Jamie Smith
banked his first ever Snipe Lake carp at 19lbs 10ozs, George
Gibbs banked 3 to a pB of 26-14ozs, raymond Box banked a
Beaver pB at 28lbs 4ozs, Scott Harvey banked a birthday carp at
17lbs 10ozs, alex paddon banked his first Snipe Lake carp at
14lbs 2ozs while mike edmonds banked 2 commons at 30lbs 2ozs
and 32lbs.
Westlake peter mew banked 14 cats to 32lbs, martin Smith
had 9 cats to 31lbs 8ozs then on another session banked 18 to
51lbs 8ozs, alex Hope had a cat of 60lbs, Nathan Thomas
had a 47 then a pB cat at 48lbs, dave edmeades had 3 cats to
a new pB of 62lbs 4ozs, Jacob Bacon had a UK pB of 59lbs,
Graham Jewiss banked a couple up to 50lbs and mark Slade
banked 17 cats to 50lbs 3ozs.

Martin Smith - 51lbs 8ozs

Graham Jewiss - 50lbs

Barry Spencer - 20lbs 8ozs

Danny Neale - 18lbs PB

George Gibbs - 26lbs 14ozs PB

Jamie Smith - 19lbs 10ozs

Phil Clegg - 28lbs 8ozs

Steven Gallagher - 24lbs 8ozs

daughters lake Bradley Skinner banked a common of 17lbs 3ozs, craig
clayton had a grassie of 14lbs as did George Whitworth, Tommy roach
had a couple of mirrors to 15lbs 5ozs, Sonny colborne kept his run going
with a belter of a mirror at 14lbs 8ozs, Tom fedzcuk had a 12lbs grassie
and a 14lbs mirror, George Jerray-Silver had a pB of 14lbs 1oz, ricky B
banked a 13lbs common, Bart Gre continued his good form and banked a
14lbs common while claire owen banked a mirror of 11lbs 14ozs on her
first overnighter in a bivvy!

Bart Gre - 14lbs

Sonny Colborne - 14lbs 8ozs

majors lake has mainly been about the Bream again this month with plenty banked to over 8lbs. Terry edwards banked 4 bream, 1 tench,
3 mirrors to low doubles and a 14lbs 2ozs ghost common, Husband and wife Sabby and Nora banked 11 bream, two tench and a 11lbs 3ozs
common, dave Horsley set out for the bream and banked 21 to 7lbs on a couple of visits, Bob luton banked an 11lbs common and a 18lbs
mirror, Bar Gre had a go on Majors and banked 2 low double mirrors while his mate lewis Herbert banked 2 to 14lbs, richard Hoy banked
20 bream to 6lbs while peter mew banked an 11lbs 2ozs fully, a couple of tench to a new pB of 6lbs 2ozs, a 6lbs common and 15 bream to a
new pB of 8lbs 4ozs.
moat pond has fished fairly consistently throughout the last month, with most anglers having a good day of Carp and mixed species. A typical
example is young Bradley Gore banking 10 carp to 12lbs.
eden pond Although this little pond has been fishing hard in the warmer days, there have been a few tench and some silvers out. John Howe
had a great day when he banked 14 tench, 5 bream, 3 f1s and a few silvers.
maze lake Maze, like Majors, has been about the Bream over the last month with plenty of anglers bagging a few up to 5lbs+, along with small
Carp, f1s, odd Tench and Silvers. Jason Hills had a good few hours when he banked 21 bream and 5 f1s.
Jeff’s lake even though Jeff’s is heavily fished throughout each week it still regularly produces multiple catches. f1s being the main fish banked,
with bream, small carp and tench also making an appearance. Method feeder and pellet is the main tactic which often produces the best results. A
special shout out to callum Hutchins who managed to bank 92, yes 92 f1s! He worked his swim superbly and the results showed it.
PLeASe NOTe: To fish Snipe Lake, Westlake (formerly Tuscany Lake) or Daughters Lake there are certain tackle requirements in force,
please call or look on our website at beaverfarmfishery.co.uk. remember to send any catches from any of our lakes and ponds via WhatsApp on
07710656041.
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Jack Frost Tackle Crawley. Crawley’s
Premier fishing tackle shop for carp
fishing, match fishing and sea fishing.
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The South’s LARG

• Over 400 rods on display
• Surrey and Sussex Trakker

& Nash Super Centres
• One of Sussex’s biggest
Superstores with two floors
and 3,500 square feet
WE BUY
• Free Parking
QUALITY
GOOD
SECONDHAND
TACKLE - CALL
FOR DETAILS
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Fishery Reports

August 2022

Claygate Lakes Claygate, Marden, Kent
lake amy regulars Jd, matt and mark have been at it again with
Ms Brown also showing her face again. Mark has also managed to find
a fish with a few coming out in the baking heat, by fishing in the
margins.
lake Sophie Bream still showing late afternoon along with the tench
down the middle of the lake. for Carp try the far side. Worm, corn and
meat all working.
lake eva Corn and pellet in the morning and try dog biscuit or bread
in the afternoon. Small pop ups or a zig worth a try as well. Well done
roger on your new 21lbs pB
memBerSHip - We are now taking on members! Please visit our
website for more information. We will still be selling day tickets for all
lakes, but a membership may save you money on regular fishing trips.
pleaSe remember to help our fishery by not throwing in your
left over bait, please place it in the bins provided!

DAY & NIGHT FISHING - TN12 9PL

Leah Botting

ON
FO -SITE
O
UN D
IT

For all match and pleasure bookings and enquiries
please ring Dave 07770 513448
NIGHT FISHING ON ALL LAKES

LAKE AMY - Carp to upper 30s

Letter to
the editor

r
robin
piper posted this letter telling us about his latest trip
to claygate lakes:
Dear Barry, The forecast was
for clear skies and a light
breeze, but a thunderstorm was
predicted for later in the day so a short session at Claygate
Lakes was on the cards. I set up on peg 27 on Lake Eva
with my usual tackle for ledger fishing. I fished tight to the
reeds on the far bank where Dave, the owner had
suggested and within fifteen minutes the tip went round. A
nice carp of around 4lbs was soon in the net. However, the
next hour or so saw the tip sitting motionless so I thought
about using a surface bait and fed some loose bits to gauge interest. The carp immediately responded and were
soon feeding confidently off the top and a run of fish of 4/5lbs soon followed. By this time the wind had begun to
pick up and the thunderstorm arrived so I took shelter for half an hour. Once the storm had passed I was
pleased that the fish were still showing on the surface and went on to catch some more and ended the day with
a good net of fish to just under 6lbs. A very pleasing day's fishing! Dave has put up a board with the fishery's
catch photos so anglers can see what has been caught from the different lakes on site. Regards, Robin
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Fishery Reports
CADAC Annual 48hr carp match winner!

TRADE-IN-TACKLE
Carp, Coarse and Vintage Angling Specialist
Good quality, pre-loved tackle purchased and sold
Stockist of Korda, Nash, Gardner, Middy, Wychwood, Leeda
Mainline and many more quality manufacturers.

a proud dom cole sent in this
report:
“I'd never been to this
particular venue near New
Romney before the match, let
alone fished it. I came out third
in the draw and secured my
second choice swim which was
a good start. The swim was
fishing to a margin where a new
South Westerly was hammering
in. I knew they would be there
at some point over the trip, and
I was right!

Fresh maggots and worms always in stock along with frozen
deadbaits and a massive range of boilies and groundbaits.
Come and visit us at:

Maidstone Road, Wateringbury ME18 5EH
(opposite the railway station on the B2015)

01622 814296 or 07941 085011
A warm welcome and a great deal awaits you!

IF SELLING, PLEASE PHONE BEFORE VISITING

I was in second place up until the final
day where I did overtake the leader, but
that was short lived and I found myself back in second with a few hours to go! Landing two
in short succession I found myself back in the lead with a 10lbs margin. It turned out to be
enough! I ended the match with a
winning weight of 89lbs 14ozs.

www.shortiestackle.co.uk
Unit 16
The Glenmore Centre
Whitﬁeld
Dover CT16 3FH

07563 620368
shor琀estackle@yahoo.com

Monday 09:00  14:00
Tuesday 09:00  14:00
Wednesday 09:00  17:00
Thursday 09:00  17:00
Friday 09:00  17:00
Saturday 08:00  12:00
Sunday  Closed

Massive thanks to RG Baits for
supplying the goods once again!
Formula Red + Plum and Formula +
Arctic Crab, with match the hatch
wafters on multi combi rigs on the business end”

Dom Cole

Another huge rudd from MKF water!
ray Harris, who featured on the front
cover of the may magazine with that
beautiful brace of rudd, has been in
touch with me: "Hi Barry, You may
remember the rudd I caught from a Mid Kent
fisheries lake? Well, my nephew fished it
recently and landed a rudd of 5lbs 4ozs 2
drams!!! His name is Dave Clark (Goose).
Unfortunately, he was fishing for carp and
doesn't want to claim the record."
Regards Ray

The current uK rudd record is 4lbs 10ozs
caught by Simon parry.
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WELCOME TO ARUN ANGLING CENTRE
Arun Angling is located just five minutes from the A27 on the outskirts
of the pretty town of Angmering.
The store offers FREE car parking to its customers.

OUR SHOP EXHIBITS A MASSIVE RANGE OF STOCK FROM THE LEADING
TACKLE AND BAIT SUPPLIERS

We cater for all disciplines
of freshwater angling
including carp, specimen,
match and pleasure.
We oﬀer INTEREST FREE payment
op琀ons (minimum spend, terms and
condi琀ons apply)
At Arun Angling Centre you will
always receive good friendly advice.
So please feel free to come and
see us for a chat when considering
your next tackle purchase.

Open: Monday to Friday 8.30am to 5pm Saturday 8am to 5pm Sunday 8am to 2pm (BST only)
Any questions
Email: arun.angling@hotmail.co.uk
Call: 01903 770099

The Old Blacksmiths Yard Water Lane Angmering BN16 4EP

www.arunangling.co.uk
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Tel: 01795 520887
www.thewillowsanglingcentre.co.uk
The Willows Angling Centre, Bax Farm, Lower Road, Teynham, Kent ME9 9BU

A 3-acre specimen carp lake with
hard fighting fish up to 30lbs. We
only allow a maximum of 8 anglers at
a time on to this water which has a
variety of features to fish to. Langley’s
is the largest lake at the venue and
there are a number of additional
fishery rules in place on this water.
The average depth is around 5'.
Get your tactics right and you can
expect a great session!
£15 / 12 hours – £30 / 24 hours
No concessions.

Approx 1/3 mile long with an average
width of 30', this canalised section of
water offers anglers the opportunity
to fish with a pole or rod for a variety of
fish including crucians, roach, rudd,
bream, perch and tench. A very
popular water for those who enjoy a
more traditional style of fishing.
The average depth is 4' and there
are 60 pegs available.
£10 / 12 hours – £20 / 24 hours
Concessions available.
Match bookings available.

A more intimate water than Langley’s
with carp to 20lbs along with a
selection of silver fish including
roach, tench, barbel and perch.
With an average depth of 5' and lots
of features, this pretty water offers all
anglers a great day out.
£10 / 12 hours – £20 / 24 hours
No concessions.

An average depth of 4' with lots of
features, this lovely water is well
stocked with carp, bream, roach,
perch and F1s. This water
is a popular choice for families,
young anglers and beginners
and is close to the well
presented on-site facilities.
£10 / 12 hours – £20 / 24 hours
Concessions available.

Situated in North Kent, THE WILLOWS ANGLING CENTRE offers anglers a choice of
three beautiful lakes and the stream, which is a canalised section of water!

WE HAVE MOVED TO THE

WILLOWS ANGLING
CENTRE

Find us at
Bax Farm, Lower Road
Teynham ME9 9BU carpersdenonline.com
We buy, sell and part exchange good quality, pre-loved fishing tackle
Tackle, bait and accessories from all the major manufacturers including:
SHOP TIMES
Mon/Tues: 7am – 5pm
Wednesday: CLOSED
Thurs/Fri/Sat: 7am – 5pm
Sunday: 7am – 1pm
email: carpersden@outlook.com

01795 520887
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MFC

Outdoor Stores
Here at MFC Outdoor Stores we have a huge range of fishing
Supplies. From Nash to Middy we have a wide range of
different brands for you to choose from. We also have a large
range of Air Rifles and Workwear for those who are
interested.

......
WWW.MFCOUTDOORSTORES.COM
Phone: 01323 846883
Email: info@mfcoutdoorstores.co.uk
9 Station Road, Hailsham, East Sussex, BN27 2BE

15
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JUST FISHING TACKLE
22 Marion Crescent
Poverest Road Orpington BR5 2DD

Fishery Reports
Forty degrees – no problem for Marc Harris!
marc Harris had a session on lake amy at claygate lakes during the very hot
weather. He was at the fishery for a number of days and initially was struggling
to find the fish. after a change of swim his luck changed and he had fish from
12lbs to nearly 25lbs. Top angling Marc!

01689
637477
Open times:
Tuesday - Saturday

9am to 5.30pm
Sun & Mon: CLOSED

www.justfishingtackle.co.uk
sales@justfishingtackle.co.uk

Sues Tackle Cabin
Tel: 01797 225015 / 07980 290247
Email: robbie@ryespice.co.uk

The Spice Warehouse,
Rye Harbour Road
Rye TN31 7TE
Open: Mon - Fri 8am-5pm, Sat 9am-4pm
Sun 10am-4pm (April to Xmas), B/Hols 10am-4pm
Plenty of FREE parking right outside the door

Your ONE STOP destination for all your coarse, carp, predator, beach and boat tackle and bait

Friendly helpful staff

NEW WEBSITE
COMING SOON!

IF BY ANY CHANCE WE DON’T HAVE WHAT YOU WANT IN STOCK...
...WE WILL ORDER IT
Huge new dedicated bait room! Indoor bivvy display areas on upper floor!

VISIT OUR EBAY STORE

‘SUES TACKLE CABIN’
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Welcome to
Crawley Angling Society!
Crawley Angling Society has been established for nearly 70 years and offers access to many
remarkable waters in the Crawley area, as well as a number of exchange waters with other
clubs all over the South East. Whether it be general coarse angling, match fishing, or specimen
fishing for carp, we have something for every angler whatever their discipline and an annual
Membership that runs from the day you join!

MEMBERSHIP
Senior Adult (for all waters excluding Buchan Park Night Fishing Senior) . . . £80
Night Book Adult (for all waters including Buchan Park Night Fishing when permitted) . . . £120
Junior (for all waters where permitted when fishing with an accompanying adult member) . . . £5 (admin fee only)
Senior Citizen/Disabled Badge Holder (concession for pension book or blue badge holders) . . . £40
Couples / Husband and Wife . . . £120
FOUR SOCIETY LAKES Milton Mount Lake, Ifield Mill Pond, Buchan Lake and Ballast Hole. A great EXCHANGE
ARRANGEMENT with three other fishing clubs: Henfield Angling, Leatherhead Angling and Petworth Angling fishing is free to members of CAS on production of your membership card. If this wasn’t enough to satisfy your
angling needs, we have a SHARE ARRANGEMENT of the following fisheries, Stanbridge View Fishery, Barnes
Court Fishery, Readers Lake, Hunters Lodge, Beaver Fishery, Latchetts Lakes and More House Farm Fishery.

Crawley Angling Society

Milton Mount Lake

Ifield Mill Pond

Ballast Hole

email: info@crawleyangling.co.uk

Tel: Stephen Muggridge (Secretary) at Jack Frost Tackle on 01293 421351 (9am to 5pm only)

More information is available at www.crawleyanglingsociety.co.uk
Buchan Lake

A great Angling Society with a wide
range of benefits at great prices.
IFIELD MILL POND - is situated in the
Gossops Green area of Crawley. The lake is
for CAS members only. It is ten acres in size
and contains Roach, Rudd, Carp, Bream,
Tench, Gudgeon, Pike and Perch. This venue
has recently undergone a huge dredging
and de-silting operation so is still settling
down to its former glory. There are plans for
swim refurbishment and rebuilding in the
near future with a maximum of 19 swims
allocated. Fishing is only allowed from
designated swims. Night fishing is allowed,
but
anglers
must respect
the residents
who live close
by and keep
noise
and
disturbance to
an absolute
minimum. This
is the only CAS
venue where
three rods are
permitted.

The yearly membership runs
from the day you join
CRAWLEY ANGLING SOCIETY!
Call the Secretary Stephen Muggridge
at Jack Frost Tackle on 01293 421351
for details (9am-5pm only)
MILTON MOUNT LAKE - Only CAS
members have access to this pretty
water of 3.4
acres. It has
five
swims
which are all
platforms and
fishing is only
allowed from
these
five
swims and NOT
anywhere else.
The
lake
contains Carp,
Roach, Rudd,
Tench, Perch, Wild Goldfish, Koi and a
few Sunfish.

BUCHAN LAKE - Situated on the Horsham
side of Crawley, this beautiful water is 5 acres
with 35 swims. Species available include
Roach 1lb, Rudd 3⁄4lb,
Perch 3lbs+, Bream
8lbs+, Sun- fish,
Carp 30lbs+, Pike
20lbs+, Tench 2lbs+,
Crucian Carp 2lbs+.
Night fishing is
available. A number
of local rules are in
place on this fishery
and full details
are available at:

www.crawleyanglingsociety.co.uk

BALLAST HOLE - This delightful intimate
water is close to Crawley and is
approximately 3 acres in size and has just
12 swims. Species in this lake include Roach
to 1lb, Rudd
3
⁄4lb, Tench
4lbs+, Carp
27lbs+ and
Pike to 20lbs.
Night fishing
is allowed at
the Ballast
Hole.
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Mousehole Lakes Paddock Wood, Kent

Fishery Reports
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Hawkenbury Road
Bells Yew Green
Tunbridge Wells TN3 9AP

FRANT LAKES
KES
All swims pre-booked
No overcrowding

19

01892 616424
Email:

fishfrant@gmail.com

follow us on Facebook

BOOK

NEW
SPECIMEN LAKES
BOOKING
SYSTEM
just click on

‘Book Fishing’
6 Main Lakes
Open Friday – Sunday for day tickets
Reduced numbers means no overcrowding

YOUR LAKE

BOOK
YOUR SWIM

BOOK
UP TO SIX WEEKS
IN ADVANCE

2 Specimen Lakes
Open 7 days a week
for 24hr+ tickets

Book online via the website

www.frantlakes.com
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Rain, rain DoN'T go away!

With the current prolonged lack of rainfall our lakes, ponds and waterways are really beginning to suffer and
some are in a precarious state!

The Lower Crane in London has seen no flow over the weir for several weeks - just a very low flow coming through
the side of the weir keeping the 4km lower river alive. Many large fish are contained within pools behind the weirs
and the very hot weather may leave them short of oxygen. If you see fish that are obviously in distress please call
0800 807060. The River Crane, a tributary of the Thames, runs 8.5 miles in Middlesex, England. It is in effect the
lower course of the Yeading Brook. It adjoins or bisects three London boroughs: Hillingdon, Hounslow and Richmond
upon Thames.
It is not just our rivers that desperately need fresh water and
associated oxygen, but many of our stillwaters are also suffering.
Some fisheries have taken the sensible precaution of closing some
waters to safeguard their fish stocks due to low water levels.
David Coomber took this rather sorry photo (right) of Falmer pond a few days ago. Quite a
contrast to one he took last Autumn!
To further demonstrate the very dry
conditions, Janet Reilly took this photo (left)
of the famous Dew Pond at Ditchling which
has all but dried out completely!
While we are enduring some very hot dry
days they have given rise to some amazing
'technicolour' sunrises and sunsets as
demonstrated in this photo taken by Karen
Lee of a sunset over a field near Charing.

Work and pleasure do mix!

THAMes MeMoRies by Warren White

Kristy Knowlden, a Tonbridge & district angling Society bailiff, sent in this report:
"Hello Barry, We had a very productive bailiff 'work party social'! Six turned out for the
event and we completed a lot of much needed snag and branch removal, as well as fronting
up the entry point to the Ballast Pit. The 'Beach swim' is open and trees are clear of lines
and the lake is back ready to see fisherman again, even the Club gates are looking very
nice. Everyone that attended fished and landed some of the Ballast Pit's lovely carp. We also
got a glimpse of the 'clover common' all spawned out at 27lbs, more people lose this fish
than land it so good to see it still around!" Regards Kristy

“A place that is a magnet to me is the Isle of Grain, Medway. To
be honest, I started going there because my cross Whippet dog
is a bit reactive with other dogs and over the years my wife and I
have discovered some wonderful walks, the bonus being we can
let our Whippet off the lead without another dog being in
sight.This area is a haven for nature with an industrial backdrop,
but for me it’s a thing of beauty. On a recent walk along
Colemouth creek, sitting down having a rest from our dog walk, I
noticed a couple of Oystercatchers patrolling up and down on the
mud flats, making their distinctive shriek. It was low tide and
with a little bit of ebb tide left, these birds were purposely
waiting for the tide to drop a bit more in the hope of finding a tasty morsel that would show
itself. Clever birds!

It took me back to a time when I worked on the river. The tug I was on, a Pusher tug called
the Broodbank, was going to pick up a barge (hopper) that was being used for a dredging
operation on the Thames. Myself and another hand had been put on the barge to make fast
to the tug and let it go from its mooring when suddenly an Oystercatcher flew towards us
making an almighty loud noise! These birds are known to be fiercely territorial. We
discovered later, when we went to let go of one of the mooring ropes on the barge, that in
the coil of rope was a female Oystercatcher sitting on her eggs!
After telling the skipper on the Tug what had happened, we decided to take another barge
and leave this bird well alone, only later moving the barge again, weeks later when all the
chicks had flown the nest!”
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5 lakes and
1.25 miles
of the
River Eden

GABRIELS
FISHERY

Toilets and
shower facilities

Advanced booking
available
Day & night
session fishing

Camping &
Caravanning facilities
SWALLOW LAKE
& HARE LAKE
great for beginners

Elphicks has been designed and built with the modern angler in mind.
We have 7 lakes available for day ticket and session fishing. Each
lake has it’s own parking within easy reach of the swims and all
swims are ‘all weather’ - either built of Astroturf, stone or bark.
Please contact the fishery for further information on any of our lakes.

Specimen Lake
ADMIRAL LAKE
fish to 41lbs
OAK LAKE
carp to 30lbs

Elphicks Fisheries Spelmonden Road
Horsmonden, Kent TN12 8EL
Tel: 01580

SILVER
Match Lake

212512

email: info@elphicks-fisheries.co.uk
Well stocked bait & tackle shop
open from 7am every day.
24/7 vending machine stocking
maggots and worms

Gabriels Fishery | Marsh Green Road | Edenbridge TN8 5PP

Bait and Tackle Shop: 01732 865355
Email: info@gabriels-fishery.co.uk

www.elphicks-fisheries.co.uk

Furnace Brook
... naturally inspiring

“A piece of
angling heaven”

www.gabriels-fishery.co.uk

Batsford Hollow
For group overnight stays
Facilities:

River-fed 5acre lake with a range

• 8 secluded & spacious

of specimen ﬁsh including:

swims

Tench (5lbs +)
Perch (3lbs +)

• Bespoke overnight shelters
• Catering facilities
• Showers

Roach & Rudd (2lbs +)
Bream

Main Lake

Barbel

Day & overnight tickets

Carp (up to 25lbs)

Facilities:

Furnace Brook CIC is a Certiﬁed
Gold Standard Member of the
UN’s Generation Restoration

• 16 easy access, spacious &

furnacebrook.co.uk/ﬁshing
01435 830 835
enquiries@furnacebrook.co.uk
Trolliloes Lane, Trolliloes, Hailsham, East Sussex, BN27 4QR

secluded swims
• Parking close to lake
• Catering facilities
• Showers
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When you get it right – 44 carp in 48 hours!
“After fishing my larger waters for some time with the odd fish to show for it, I was craving the sound of the Delks,
just a few bites would be nice I thought! So, to start with, this session was going to be a social, but when everyone
dropped out I was left in limbo. Do I go to my big water down in Kent or do I just continue with my plans and go
get a couple of bites? You guessed it I went for the bite option!
I decided to continue with the previous plans and go to Monk Lakes, a fishery near Staplehurst in Kent. I normally
fish Monk Lakes in the winter to get a couple of bites and break up the gloom of the winter months. I arrived bright
and early on the Friday morning waiting for the gate to open and being first in line should give me some options
before it became too busy. After having a quick drive round, I found two guys packing up on Puma lake so I asked
them what they had caught,
and they said they had been
plagued by tench with only
the odd carp to show for
their 48 hours.
I liked the look of the swim
as there were two islands,
pads and a large area of
open water to fish, making
it hard for any anglers
turning up later to encroach
on my water, so I decided
to wait for the guys to leave
and jump in behind them.
While I waited I started
seeing small signs of carp
by the long island. Once the
previous anglers had
vacated the swim, I was in
like a whippet, rods all set
up and cast out and within
five minutes I had carp
number one on the bank.
Now I am not your average angler, I have fished my whole life and been taught by my father who is a great angler and carp fished through the 70/80’s in the Darent valley. Nor am I a
boilie angler as such as I feel so much more confident with a nut or such like on the hook. In this case nuts are not alllowed and only particle supplied by the fishery can be used so boilies it
was. I opted to go for the CC Moore pacific tuna, I like the smell and the consistency, and having had some success on a small water where I take my daughter, they seemed a great place
to start. During this session I used these with just the pacific tuna stick mix pellet and bait booster, I cast the dumbbells and sticks tight to the island at around 23 wraps and all was quiet.
I continued to see fish show short of the island so decided to drop short and that was where it all started. After a few fish I decided to spomb some bait which was a mix of the pellet, boilies
and dumbbells in a range of sizes and some were crushed with added bait booster and a couple tins of tuna.

By the end of day one I had landed 12 fish and lost 5 with a few bream thrown in for good
measure. The night was short, but wet and windy and I had no fish through the night at all.
First light came and the rods were rebaited and back on the spots. From this point it was
carnage and by 3 pm I had 31 carp and dropped 9. At this point I was debating leaving, lets
face it how many carp do we really need to catch? This is when a bailiff informed me that
the best he had heard of was 37 fish in 72 hours. Now that got me going, I was all revved
up and ready to go again continued to build the swim with a bit more bait then a bit more
after every few fish, and sure enough the bites continued to come with a nice 21lber passing
the cord, I was buzzing!
By 10pm I had banked 38 carp, so I had beaten the 37 and in half the time, ie 36hrs. With
night was upon me, I decided to drop even shorter at 14 wraps, as the fish seemed to drop
into the open water the night before and by doing this I managed two fish through the night
leaving my waking total at 40 fish. I thought that 48 fish in 48 hours would be a major
achievement, but with a few losses I managed 44 carp, so for my effort I had 17 carp under
10lbs, 11 between 10 and 15lbs, 15 between 15 and 20lbs and one over 20lbs, not
forgetting I had now lost 12 fish, making my total 56 bites in 48hrs and not forgetting the 9
bream too!
Although this was fun and quite an achievement, it’s not for the faint hearted, it was hard
work and dedication that caught me the fish. I was not sat waiting, I was working, watching
and reacting accordingly and I ached like hell for it! So whatever and wherever you fish,
good luck and tight lines!” Warren Tibbs

Unit 2, Coopers Lane, Wincheap, Canterbury CT1 3ZD

www.canterburyboilerspares.co.uk
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SUMMER UPDATE
A big hello from the KsL Fisheries Team! Following on from our popular spring update in the May issue, here is
our summer update especially for Freshwater informer readers!
Who are we and what have we been up to?

We are a small team of eight fisheries officers and two
technical specialists covering the whole of Kent,
South london and east Sussex!
Our work is varied and includes fisheries enforcement on matters such
as illegal fishing, fish movements and rod licence checks. We also deal
with incident responses, fishery management work, planning consent
applications, fish surveys and stocking. We are solely funded by rod
licence funds and all the services we offer are free for all angling clubs
and organisations. Please visit our facebook page (environment
Agency – Kent & South London fisheries Team) to see regular updates
of what we have been up to and how we can help.
incident response
This is a service we carry out all year round. If you are ever in the situation where your fish stocks need help, please call us on 0800 807060, we have a
fishery officer on duty 24/7 so we can act as fast as possible to help your fishery. Our incident response can vary from deploying aeration, if you’re water is
suffering from an oxygen crash, to disease investigation, where we can utilise our national fisheries lab to diagnose any parasite/viral or bacterial
infections. Our team are able to offer professional advice as well as carry out fish rescue operations often after a flood or drought event.
We are now in the warmer months so monitoring your fishery's water quality is more important than ever! This time of year brings hot, still, sunny days
which will be increasing the water temperatures to over 20 degrees, this will decrease the natural oxygen levels the
water can hold. We are also prone to unsettled stormy weather which creates even higher risks for fisheries with the
chance of algael crashes and sudden temperature
and pressure changes. We advise where possible
checking your water quality with emphasis on
oxygen level regularly and particularly early in
the morning as this will be when the levels will be
at their lowest. We have already been responding
to fish distress incidents due to water quality
issues and we are fully prepared to respond to as
many incidents as we can, so please report any
concerns to the incident hotline on 0800 807060
and talk to your local fishery officers for advice on
how to protect your fishery and fish stocks now
and for the future.
enforcement
As always we have been out and about carrying out regular rod licence check patrols on the Kent and South London rivers as well as plenty of lakes across
the area. The Angling Trust page (https://anglingtrust.net/enforcement/) will give you an idea of some of the recent successful prosecutions from Kent and
south London. In just 3 months fines of over £64,000 were issued with an average fine of over £300. Unfortunately, this money does not come back into
the fisheries team, we are solely funded from rod licence sales!
Below details two men being prosecuted and fined over £1,000 for the illegal removal of fish from the river Thames last year. Unfortunately, the legal
process is lengthy, but a good result in the end:
“In february of 2022 at Single Justice Procedure – London the Offender’s, ***** age 53 and 59 of Tidenham Gardens, Croydon at a hearing on
01/02/2022 received a verdict of Guilty for the offence of National Byelaw: OfB10 and WrA034 that took place at Kingston – river Thames near to on
03/07/2021 and they were fined the sum of £1,098.”
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We have also been monitoring
any use of illegal equipment and
have seized many items already
this year including gill nets, set
lines, unlicensed crayfish traps,
unattended rods and reels as well
as some of the people using
them with fines and prosecutions
going through. We work very
closely with our partners
including the Angling Trust voluntary bailiffs and their Building Bridges project, Kent rural police and Sussex & Surrey Police. Together we can utilise our
varied skills to stop these illegal activities and future protect our fisheries and rivers fish populations.
Now the close season has finished It’s great to see so many anglers returning to the rivers and enjoying the sport we all know and love (we are anglers
too!). However, please remember to purchase a rod licence, we are carrying out more and more patrols this year and the fines are far higher than the cost
of a licence! The funds from the rod licence sales go a long way to help protect our great sport for the future.
We always rely upon the help from the public in reporting any illegal fishing activities and if we can’t attend, it is still hugely important information, which
can help us, so please call us on 0800 807060.
National fish Surveys
We are now in the middle of our national fish monitoring surveys on many
of our rivers and tributaries including the Darent, Medway, Cray, rother,
Mole, Brede and Beult. We carry out these surveys to gather data on fish
numbers and species currently residing in our river systems. This
information is vital as fish are a great indicator to the overall state and
health of our water bodies. The data also shows us if we need to step in
and help certain stretches of river with habitat improvements including
improved spawning grounds, flow improvements, fish passes as well as
additional stocking where required. The surveys are going well with good
numbers and variation of species including adult and juvenile fish which is a great sign we are getting good natural
recruitment. We are currently on the river Medway and some of its tributaries with the river rother and Mole still
to go so you might see us busy at work!
We have now also completed the first part of our tideway surveys on the river Thames. To date we have completed
areas such as richmond, Kew, Chiswick & Battersea on the upper tidal Thames. These surveys are carried out
twice a year and give us highly important data to the different fish species in the river, both marine and
freshwater, as well as showing us successful migration rates and natural recruitment. As you can see from the
pictures, we had lots of juvenile flounder, young elvers, smelt, roach, bream and even bull head which was great
to see.
education
We have carried out various
educational displays in the Kent
and South London areas, these are
a great way to not only bring the
younger generation into the sport,
but to show everyone what fish
reside in our rivers and lakes and
how we can best look after them.
We have more of these days
booked in for the coming months
so please keep an eye on our facebook page
(environment Agency – Kent & South London
fisheries Team) to see where we will be next
and come along for a chat!
Hopefully that gives you an idea of what we have been up to recently and
please if you see anything which doesn’t look quite right and its fish related,
please give us a call or talk to your local fishery officer.
Until next time, tight lines and see you on the bank some time!
KsL Fisheries Team
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is proudly
sponsored by

YOUR CATCH REPORTS
This section is where you display your catch to other Freshwater Informer readers.
Each month, Pallatrax will choose from the featured photos and pick their winner.
The winner will receive 8 packs from the innovative new GRIPZ hook range.

The lucky angler will have a packet of sizes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16, so will
be equipped for all eventualities. This fantastic prize is worth over £40 RRP!

To be in with a chance to win this fantastic set of GRIPZ hooks, all you have to do is send us your catch photo via our
Facebook message page or email barnic@btinternet.com Entry is FREE and all coarse fish photos are welcome! From
a carp to a roach, send us your pictures! Please make sure you tell us where it was caught and it’s weight.
Gripz Fishing Hooks
After extensive research, where the limitations of both barbed and barbless were scrutinised, there has been an
obvious need for improvement thus resulting in this radical design that crosses the boundaries between what we
have had and what we now have. Made from high grade Japanese wire, the key improvement has been the
introduction of a series of minute horizontal grooves on the inside of the specially designed arrow shaped hook point, where
historically the barb would have been. These grooves allow the hook to hold securely in the fish’s mouth when pressure is
applied, as the flesh presses into the grooves resulting in a firm hook hold with no slippage. What are you waiting for?
Grab your rods and head down to your favourite water and remember to take your phone or camera!

WINNER

The winner of the PALLATrAX GrIPZ
Hooks Set for JULY is...

Maddie Hawkins

well done!

Carl Hildige Bream on the fly!

Christopher Ryan - 16lbs 2ozs Sandwich Lakes

Josh Wilkes - 2lbs 8ozs Tricklebrook

Keith Nicholson - 22lbs 3ozs Elphicks on the fly rod

Lee Deadman - Hartley Lands

Maddie Hawkins, first pike at Hawkhurst

Martin Batten - 15lbs Monk Lakes

Owen Macauly - 20lbs Tricklebrook New Lake

Roy Brett - 18lbs Tricklebrook

Ben Hogben at Cottington Lakes

Kate Howell - 11lbs Darenth

Adrian Gooch - ‘Molly’ 34lbs Knightingales
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Keir Johnson - Orchard Place Farm

Alan Yates - Sandwich Lakes

Ben Goshawk - 28lbs 5ozs

Jack Holden

Mandy Nichols

Marc Harris - 23lbs Claygate Lakes

Charley Lucas - 21lbs 4ozs Old Ballast Pit, Tonbridge Club Water

Martin Johnson - Orchard Place farm

Mitchell Hopkins - Cackle Hill

Richard Ivinson - Kent water

Mark Day - Sandwich Lakes

Curtis Young - 13lbs River Wandle

Stuart Esther - 29lbs 12ozs Mousehole Lakes

Cole Peters - River Rother

Lee Nicoll - Sussex water

Jamie and Riley Hayward - 30lbs 6ozs Orchard Place Farm

27
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SANDWICH LAKES Sandwich Ash Road (A257), Near Canterbury CT3 2DA
email: enquiries@sandwichlakes.co.uk

Visit Sandwich Lakes in 2022
07936 409912
Tel:

Sandwich Lakes is a delightful day ticket fishery in East Kent
situated near to the Royal Cinque Port town of Sandwich.
Set in a beautiful countryside location, the venue caters for all
anglers from the specialist carp angler to beginners.

Our unrivalled facilities include:
A waterside cafe serving hot and cold food and drinks
Ladies and gents toilets • Plenty of free parking
On site tackle shop for bait and tackle • Rod hire
We can offer our visitors six coarse fishing lakes containing a variety
of fish from silver fish to specimen carp. Matches and fishing lessons
can be arranged by contacting our Fishery Manager Kevin Killeen.

The lakes:

Victory Lake

VICTORY LAKE a specimen water of two acres with interesting
island features and lily pads in the margins. Stocked with commons
and mirrors to 35lbs along with ghost carp, tench, roach, rudd and
specimen perch. Night fishing by prior booking available.
Damson
KINGFISHER LAKE this pond is 0.6 acres in size and is heavily stocked with commons and mirrors to
Match Lake
12lbs and is ideal for bagging up! All eight swims are wheelchair friendly with excellent access direct
from the car park. A bridge from Kingfisher allows easy access to Victory Lake.
Berry Lake
MATCH LAKES - DAMSON AND VICTORIA one acre in size, each of these lakes are designed for the match angler
having shallow margins with reeds for summer fishing and a deep drop off for light feeder work and winter fishing.
They are stocked with a great variety of fish including carp to 16lbs and we believe these are the most uniquely designed
match lakes in Kent!
MEADOW LAKE one acre in size with eight marked pegs and traditional grass bank fishing, Meadow is stocked with
scaley mirrors and commons to 14 lbs. This lake also holds large perch and roach so you will be sure to catch!
BERRY LAKE is one acre in size and stocked with 3000 F1s, commons, mirrors, roach, rudd, perch and some large bream.
Meadow Lake
Float and pellet tactics work well on this lake. IN the summer months, surface sport with mixers produces huge bags of fish.

Day Ticket Prices:
1 rod - £8

2 rods - £10 Family Ticket (2 adults and 2 children) - £25 Under 16s - £6 Sundowner (3pm to 7pm) - £6
Rod hire (includes seat hire & landing net) - £5 Night fishing 24 hours (by prior arrangement) - £20

Sandwich Lakes
Holidays at30 touring
pitches with 16 amp EHU, new toilet
All bookings

and shower block with disabled wetroom.

Caravans & trailer tents £15 per night
Large motorhomes £18 per night
Pitch fees include EHU
We also have a CL site
and showers!
on Sandwich Lakes
for Caravan & Motorhome Club members

www.sandwichlakes.co.uk
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Orchard Place Farm Fishing
13 FISHING LAKES in the KENT COUNTRYSIDE
Pearsons Green Road, Paddock Wood, Kent TN12 6NY

Carp to 49lb+

01892 838576 or 07860 608218 Catfish to
112lb+

At Orchard Place Farm you can surround yourself in the
natural beauty of the Kent countryside, located just outside of the picturesque town of Paddock Wood, and only
8 miles from Maidstone. The fishery boasts 13 lakes - 10 carp and catfish lakes and 3 match/pleasure lakes.
SPECIMEN
LAKES
S
DAY TICKET
AVAILABLE

24HR - £30
48HR - £55
arge
(additional ch
for 3rd rod)

FULLY FUNCTIONING LAKE 13 - CARP & CATFISH WATER
Many swims have disabled access • All-weather pathways leading all
around the lakes and up to each individual swim • Purpose-built toilets
located in the main car park (with hot shower) • Between Lake 3 and Lake 4
(toilet and sink block only) • Block constructed by Lake 7 also contains a
microwave, fridge and washing up facilities.

MATCH/
PLEASURE
LAKES
DAY TICKETS
2 RODS - £10
CONCESSIO
NS
1 ROD - £8

FOOD IS AVAILABLE ON SITE FROM MID-MARCH TO OCTOBER

www.orchardplacefarmfishing.co.uk
Tackle/bait/shop situated in the main car park,
stocking all top bait brands including
worms maggots etc. Everything you need at
VERY competitive prices.

New to Orchard Place Farm!

Horsmonden Fishing Lakes
Two beautiful lakes set in mature,
peaceful Kent countryside in an Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)

Carp
to 38lbs

Top Lake
Catfish to 85lbs
Bottom Lake
Catfish to 75lbs

Top Lake has five swims, Bottom Lake
has six and both can be fished on a
day ticket or lake exclusive booking
Anglers’ mess on site with fresh
running water, wash basin and toilet

Horsmonden Fishing Lakes, Grovehurst Road, Horsmonden TN12 8BQ
All enquiries and bookings to Orchard Place Farm Fishery on 01892 838576
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Tonbridge & District Angling & FP Society
Due to the recent weather conditions, there have not been many catch
reports, although most waters are still producing fish.The Old Ballast
Pit is still fishing well for Carp and there was an eel reported of 5lbs
5ozs. The water level is low on the New Lagoon but Tench, Carp and
Bream are still being caught. The river Medway has produced some
good match weights and there have been Chub to over 5lbs reported
and some Perch well over 2lbs.

maTcH reporTS
feeder maTcH
- 5th June 2022
Haysden lake
1st John Cooper
2nd Mick Smith
3rd Ditch Howard

5lbs 2ozs
1lb 2ozs
1lb 0oz

padley BoWl
- 19th June 2022
long reach & The Bungalows
31lbs 10ozs
1st Larry Howard
2nd Bob Doyle
19lbs 0oz
3rd Tom fowler
11lbs 9ozs
cHairmaN & commiTTee cup
Swanmead 2nd July 2022
1st Lee Wakeman 24lbs 3ozs
2nd Mick Smith
8lbs 3ozs
3rd Larry Howard
2lbs 8ozs

Photos from the 2022 AGM/Presentation evening

reSTocKiNG cup
- 9th July 2022
Hartlake down
1st roger Marsh
(Golden Peg)
2nd Steve edwards
3rd Steve Parker

7lbs 14ozs
6lbs 3ozs
6lbs 2ozs

ladieS TiBBeTS cup
- 17th July 2022
New cut
1st Lisa Bedford
5lbs 1oz
2nd Donna Hill
5ozs
auBrey cup
- 17th July 2022
New cut
1st Mick Orum
2nd Austin Battell
3rd Mick Smith

18lbs 1oz
9lbs 15ozs
6lbs 11ozs
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Cuckﬁeld Road
BURGESS HILL RH15 8RE

01444 247757
Opening times:
Mon-Fri: 8.00am to 5.30pm
Sat: 8.00am to 12.30pm
Sunday: Closed Bank Holiday: Closed
check out our Facebook and Instagram
for the latest news and competitions!

Eastbourne Road (A22),
Newchapel, Lingfield, Surrey RH7 6HL
Tel: 01342 324006
Mobile: 07710 656041

www.beaverfarmfishery.co.uk
Email:
beaverfarmfishery@live.co.uk
Facebook: beaverfishery
Instagram: @beaverfishery
We are a commercial day ticket fishery and have 2 Specimen Lakes, 3 Coarse Lakes and 3 Ponds.
Open 7am - 7pm Summer time and 7am - 6pm Winter time. Day ticket, overnight and long stays welcome.
Facilities include:
On Site Tackle Shop
12 Car Parks including
Disabled Friendly Parking
Shower/Wetroom
Disabled Friendly Toilets
Seasonal Snack Bar
with Hot and Cold Food
2 huts available for hire

Concessionary Tickets for
Junior, Disabled and OAPs
No pre-bookings taken
for swims
Win a FREE SESSION with
our Fish of the Month
Competition

Automatic Security Gates
that close at 7pm (Summer)
6pm (Winter)
24-hour CCTV
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Fishery Reports
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Hawkhurst Fish Farm Hawkhurst, Kent
We’ve had some great catch reports in over the last month, with all lakes producing some impressive captures for those anglers braving the warm
weather! Thank you to everyone who has visited us recently, and treated our site and fish with respect and care.
Our Junior Lakes remain open 7 days a week, 10am to 5pm (including weekends and Bank Holidays), with no booking required! We hire out all
equipment so you can turn up empty handed and still enjoy a fun day's fishing.
Give our office a call (Monday to friday, 9am to 5pm) on 01580 753813 to check availability and to book your session!

19lbs Common - Main Lake - Alec Humphries

20lbs 7ozs Common - Quarry Lake - Chris Johnstone

20lbs 5ozs Catfish - Quarry Lake - Chris Johnstone

23lbs 10ozs Common - Main Lake - Harry Worthington

28lbs Mirror - Specimen Lake - Rob Pizzy

23lbs Common - Main Lake - Harvey Redsell

Jack Bond - Main Lake

Jack Bond - Main Lake

26lbs Mirror - Specimen Lake - Rob Pizzy

28lbs 1oz Common - Specimen Lake - Lee Marston

25lbs Common - Specimen Lake - Rob Pizzy

35lbs Catfish - Main Lake - Harvey Redsell

Iden Wood
Fishery

5 secluded lakes set in 60 acres of
woodland, containing
Carp to 30lbs, Tench to 5lbs,
Bream to 9lb plus Roach,
Rudd and Chub

Tel/Fax: Andy Ashdown

Vehicle access/night fishing
allowed / match bookings taken

01797 280180
Mobile:

07906 232225

Sheppey Angling

Spring Lodge | Iden Wood Fishery
| Coldharbour Lane | Iden | Rye |
East Sussex | TN31 7UT

UNIT 5, REGIS BUSINESS PARK, NEW ROAD, SHEERNESS ME12 1HA

Sea and Freshwater Angling at affordable prices

01795 661089
07902 092595
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angling
Societies

The Linton Angling Society - Membership Vacancies
We are a small but friendly club with beautiful lake, 2 ponds, 5 reservoirs and over 8 miles of fishing on the
River Medway and Beult. Our waters contain Carp to 32lb, Pike 30lb+, Tench 8lb+, Chub 7lb, Perch 4lb and Roach to 3lb,
including some good Bream and Eels. All year fishing, member’s guest permits, night fishing allowed. We run over
30 matches a year and have a large junior section. Concessionary rates available for OAPs, Disabled and Juniors.
For further details contact:

Jason Tuckey on 07983 569220

e-mail: lassecretary@lintonangling.co.uk

www.lintonangling.co.uk

Hastings Bexhill & District Freshwater Angling Association
Season runs from 1st April to 31st March.

14 miles of River and 7 Lakes containing:

Established in 1895 the association provides its
members and day ticket anglers with various
lakes and rivers to fish throughout Hastings,
Bexhill and the surrounding area.
We currently have seven waters that provide
a mixture of species at specimen weights to
suit all anglers' preferences. As well as the
lakes run by the association we also offer
members the ability to fish various
stretches of river in the surrounding area.

Normanhurst Lake

Wishing Tree Reservoir

MEMBERSHIP FEE 2021/22 SEASON
Senior Membership – £70 + £10 Joining fee
Ladies Membership – £30 + £10 Joining fee

The association provides waters to suit all
ages, abilities and interests so there’s
something for everyone.
To apply to become a member please download and
print the application form from our website.
Complete and return to the Membership officer on the
application, alternatively it is possible to purchase
your membership from any of the tackle shops listed
on our website.

River Rother

For further information please contact:

Chris Pagan 07429 655237

Carp to 52lb 4oz, Tench to 12lb 8oz, Bream to 19lb+,
Barbel to 15lb 2oz, Chub to 5lb+, Perch to 3lb 6oz,
Pike to 31lb 6oz, Crucians to 4lb 6oz and
Grass Carp to 29lb 6oz.
Also large Roach and Rudd to 3lbs and large eels.

Steve Potter 07935 268174

Postal enquiries: S Corke, 2 The Siding, Bexhill-on-Sea TN40 1RF

hastingsandbexhillangling.co.uk

OAP 65 years – £35 + £10 Joining fee
Junior Members £10 + NO JOINING FEE
Family Ticket (parents + children u16) – £100 + £10 Joining fee
Flood Barrier Night Ticket – £175 + £10 Joining fee
Student 16–18 years – £35 + £10 Joining fee

View the waters on the web

www.tonbridgeangling.co.uk
PO Box 131, Tonbridge TN11 8WB
Contact Martyn on 07802

248861

CAN’T PICK UP We will send you YOUR copy of the magazine each month keeping you up-to-date with all
THE FRESHWATER the angling news here in the South East.
Call 01634 869317 to arrange your subscription or complete this form and post it to:INFORMER
FRESHWATER INFORMER 6 Meadow Way, Wouldham, Rochester ME1 3GR
NEAR YOU?
.............................................................................................
GET IT DELIVERED Name:
DIRECT TO YOUR Address: .............................................................................................
DOOR FOR JUST
.............................................................................................
£25 A YEAR
Your contact phone number is required:.................................................
- ALL YOU ARE
Payments can be accepted by cheque made payable to
PAYING FOR IS
‘The Freshwater Informer’, Bank Transfer (call for details)
THE POSTAGE
or just call with your Credit/Debit Card details.
& PACKING.

RATES EFFECTIVE APRIL 2022
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A Tale of Two Halves!

POM’S
PEG

m

y latest foray bankside was to meet up with
a group of fellow members from the ever
growing Team pallatrax, which is now in
excess of 2,000 members literally from across the
globe. The formation and the social side of it means
we frequently meet up knowing we will be with
like-minded anglers, fish together and share our passion
ssion for the sport we all love so much.

Daphnia

Not that I can do a lot about it, but checking the weather prior to the trip saw the
start of our recent heatwave and showed clear skies with temperatures in the mid
to upper 20s and zero wind. Certainly not what I would call good fishing weather,
but you have to be in it to win it! Weather has a massive effect on the species we
fish for and in the Summer months we are also ‘frustrated’ with an abundance of
natural food sources for the fish to feed on. Whatever we offer as baits can never
be as the same nutritional value of the 1000s of Naturals that live within our
waters.
for example, just look at species like Daphnia, the water flea, a tiny crustacean that
is prevalent within our waterways. These microscopic creatures number into their
billions and are rich in protein and fish literally swim through water laden with
them. In essence, it is like us walking around and every time we breathe in we take
in nutritional food with no need to hunt it out!

Driving into the car
park it was great to
see both old and new faces, but for once the weather people had got things
right and the temperatures were soaring and this is where it really does
become a tale of two halves! I love the warmer months alongside the longer
days, I really am no fan of our dark and cold months. To me most of my
childhood angling memories revolve around fishing into dusk on warm
evenings sitting within nature and far from the madding crowds. This was to
be the case over the next 40 odd hours I was to spend in my swim. The
weather was absolutely glorious, if I was into sun bathing, and I sat out well
into the night watching the resident owl fly across the skyline, a majestic bird
I would never have seen if I’d stayed indoors!

The 'office'!

So the first ‘half’ of my tale was accomplished, a lovely fishery, lovely weather,
great company and a brilliant overall atmosphere – but that’s where the
wheels started to wobble, ie the fishing! I am one who hates to blank, I really
do and hence one of the main reasons starting my own bait and tackle
company was so that I could innovate and design products and tactics that
give us those all important edges. I will ‘fight’ a blank trying all the legitimate
tricks in the book to winkle one fish out and this was very much going to be the case here.
How was I going to catch in a swim that was far from a fish-holding swim in this weather? It was going to be a real challenge, but ultimately
I would prevail and it could not have got any more basic a tactic to catch the single fish of my trip. I love surface fishing for carp, the sight of
the fish moving in on the floating bait, the seeing of the take and the resulting fight is very difficult to beat. In such conditions the free-lined
cork ball comes into play, no controller just line, hook and bait and a fish within the zone that I could try to tempt against the odds.
As in all areas of fishing the last few feet are the really important elements and this case it was around six foot of 13lb Gamma fluorocarbon,
which I had bonded into my main line using a blood knot. Hook wise it has to be a Wide Gape Gripz in size 8, this versatile pattern with an
inturned beak is unbeatable within such tactics. I also use some Mucilin, a line floatant which I cover my fluorocarbon in. This has the benefit
of keeping the line on the surface which is another ‘must do’ when surface fishing. Last, but not least, was the bait. Bait, by definition can be
of any substance and my go to surface bait is a 10mm highly flavoured cork ball which in this case had been doused in my Jungle flavour, a
blend of tigernut, peanut and clove.

Pallatrax
products
used

How basic, but on its day such a deadly tactic and so under-appreciated by many. The next question is
how do you get any distance on a set up which weighs little and, to be honest, it just took a little bit of
thinking in the early days of using this set up. I found I could get a piece of method mix, around the

Method adds weight

So innocuous, but so deadly!
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size of a 50 pence piece, and mould it till it becomes firm and then
wrap it around the hook and cork ball. This gave me plenty of weight
to gain the distances needed for this style of fishing and as soon as
the method hit the water, a quick flick of the wrist will see the
method drop off and the cork ball floating within the target zone.
It is then a bit of a waiting game, but, as luck would have it, through
the ripples I saw three carp mooching around within my bit of water.
Cast one the method fell off and therefore I never got the distance
needed, cast two the cork ball went through the zone, but no interest
from the fish, cast three and wallop! One of the carp, with a flick of
its tail, surfaced and engulfed the cork ball and I was into some fierce
action on a light set up. Heart thudding knowing this could be my
only chance, and it was! I carefully played the carp out and before
too long a stunning mirror was drawn over the string on my net. It
really is satisfying in such conditions to hoodwink a fish and the
trusty cork ball had again put the cherry on the cake for this session!

Simon 'Pom' Pomeroy
Stunning mirror

Call: 07895 679569

email: alex@coombewoodfishery.com
Located in our peaceful private ancient woodland in the heart of the
Kent countryside, we have 2 family friendly, well stocked main lakes.
Fully accessible to disabled anglers including the toilet fascilities.
Front Pleasure / Match Lake - Mixed Species with Carp to 20lb+
Back Specimen Lake - Cats to 40lb+, Carp to 30lb (average 15lb)
We also have for hire, a Private Woodland Lake and a secluded Camping
Area with private float only pond, BBQ, shower & parking space.
GROUP / CLUB / MATCH BOOKINGS WELCOME (Front Lake Only)
Professional Angling Trust accredited Coaching available for all ages.
Day tickets from £8.00 available on the bank. Pre-booked night sessions

www.coombewoodfishery.com

Redbrook Street, High Halden, Near Ashford TN26 3JH

Shirkoak
Fishery
and B&B

FISHING HOLIDAYS
& SHORT BREAKS
We can accommodate
up to 7 guests in our
exclusive guest suite.

Since taking over in November 2019 we
have removed some of the smaller fish
and added some big scaly mirrors and
pike as our predatory fish, this is part of
our ongoing stocking program.
We can also offer
food delivered to
your swim, our full
English breakfast is
proving extremely
popular!

OAP
TUESDAY

£10
incl. bacon roll!
Pre-bookings
only
Fishing prices
start at
£12 for 2 rods
for 12 hours.

Why not enjoy a stay at our
beautiful Kent farmhouse

3 en-suite bedrooms, private Farmhouse kitchen
and dining room, sitting room with inglenook
fireplace, tennis court and gardens. Full English
breakfast is included in the price of your stay.
Please call for further details and availability.

Lakeside
Wedding
Venue

Let us host your wedding reception at
Shirkoak Farm

We are able to offer a full wedding package
that includes exclusive hire of the lake,
gardens, accommodation in the guest suite,
a full catering service and on-site florist.
Please call for further information.

Shirkoak Fishery, Bethersden Road, Woodchurch, Ashford TN26 3PZ
Follow us on Facebook
‘Shirkoak Fishery’
for regular updates

www.shirkoakfarm.com

For more information please call

Hugh on 07973

410973
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The Golden Years of Coarse Fishing
by Bob Rolph

Redmire Pool – PART FoUR
This month Bob concludes his
Redmire series of articles The restoration and the future

watercolour painted
by David Coates

The long hot summers of 2016 and 2017 caused problems for
or the pool. Weed growth was out off control, algae
blooms and
ish were suffering with low dissolved oxygen levels in the water. Pumps
surface vegetation hampered fishing, the banks were becoming overgrown and the fish
were brought in to aerate the water and the build up of red silt was halving the available depth down the centre of the lake and near the dam. Where once
there was over 10 feet of water on the old hard gravel river bed, now less than 5ft of water was available and something needed to be done fast. The
richardson family through Les Bamford who were running the fishery decided to bring in an expert, Mark Walsingham, to see what could be done to
alleviate the situation, and save the pool for the next generation of carp anglers, keen to experience the place.
Mark Walsingham from Somerset had restored Ashmead fishery and was a
respected and qualified fishery biologist and water management consultant
who had worked in this capacity for the National Trust for 15 years. He was
the ideal person to restore redmire Pool to its original 1950s condition during
the Autumn and Winter of 2018. Mark was also a keen and expert carp
angler and had fished at redmire in the past, so he knew the water well. He
was actually born the year that Grahame and I first set eyes on redmire and
the remarkable fish that we saw in 1965, and I met up with him recently on
the Dam at redmire prior to him starting work on the huge project.

The Walker Centenary Event - May 29th 2018
I hadn’t actually been down there for 53 years, so I suggested to Chris Ball
that we ought to hold a centenary celebration down there to mark Dick
Walkers 100th birthday on May 29th 2018. So twelve of us with historical
connections to the Pool attended and Mark showed us his preliminary work
on a silt retaining pond in the feeder stream above the shallows. This was
achieved by filtering the red flood waters in a series of small dammed ponds
where the offending silt and mud would be trapped before it could reach the
main lake. This had been in situ for some time and was working well so now
it was time to drain the lake with pump and syphon and bring in the heavy
diggers.
It was October time and all fishing had ceased. Mark had a team on call to
collect the carp (and Gudgeon), and transfer them to a holding pond below
the Dam. Some people know that there is a second smaller pool at redmire
down below the Dam, where cattle drink and smaller fish get washed down
into after a storm and it is not now visible from the dam. The carp were
netted and carefully transferred to this new home for the duration of the
works. few knew, not least me, what size of carp were found during this
netting programme, it remains a closely guarded secret, but as soon as the
they were all safely out, the diggers and dumper trucks moved in and took
out over 6000 tons of red redmire mud and silt, distributing it all around the
farm fields. freshwater mussels, eels, carp and gudgeon were all saved and
after many weeks of work a hard gravel bottom was revealed where the old
stream bed had flowed hundreds of years before.
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A huge fallen oak tree was removed from near the evening swim and the
bankside swims cleared and tidied up. The three small ‘dot’ islands were free
again just 10 feet from the bank on the NW side of the lake before the
shallows. I remember this area well from 57 years ago as we hacked our way
up there in the dense undergrowth to reach the top shallows, making the path
which is there to this day, under the original instructions of eric Higgs the
former bailiff.
Soon the whole lake was empty with fresh water springs appearing filling it
back faster than the pumps could empty it. Depressions on the bottom were
revealed once the 5 feet of silt had been removed and proved why some
swims on the Se bank were more prolific than others! The brick overflow
sluice was cleared and cleaned and small repairs made to the dam, then new
fresh water was allowed to flow freely into the lake again. Swims and pitches
were ‘barked’ and generally tidied up and 50 hand picked ‘Leney’ carp
returned to the water both mirror and common.

The empty pool
I don’t think that everyone that used to fish there in the past was in
agreement about this work, but it had to be done to save the fish. Today the
carp are safe and growing again and are being caught to 30lbs so far, they
will breed again and ensure a future for this historic water. I don’t know what’s in there, they won’t tell me, but I suspect that in a few years time we’ll be
hearing more about the famous carp fishing to be had at redmire Pool. The old wooden punt has gone for restoration as well, and replaced with a modern
fibre glass one in the purpose built boathouse near the willow pitch and a new cooking and barbecue area has been established near the ‘new to me’ car
park field. Otter fencing has been put in to protect the stock, as is the case with most carp fisheries these days, good job beavers don’t eat fish, but what
damage do they do to rivers with their dams, surely it causes flooding?
Today, the Carp Society no longer controls the fishing and anyone can apply to fish there at a price! The ‘newish’ family owners of Bernithan Court farm
run it and bailiff Les Bamford who lives on site in a cottage manages the bookings. You can book through him at the beginning of each year. What a job to
have, bailiff of redmire! Work parties keep the place pristine with small repairs to bank and Dam, and new facilities are ongoing throughout the close
season, which is strictly adhered to down there as it is on a river system. June 16th is still a very special and a highly prized and expensive date to book!
On 16th June at redmire take a copy of Confessions of a Carp fisher, a Mk 1V cane rod and a loaf
The start of it all...
of bread and you will be in heaven following in the footsteps of Walker, Yates, and Hilton! I did it
September 13th 1952 - 44lbs
once 56 years ago, and have never forgotten the experience!
redmire pool is legendary, the Wimbledon, Lords and Twickenham of the carp fishing world, some
revere its water like The Ganges. Jobs were lost and divorces ensued, all in the pursuit of a
redmire monster. Some fished for thousands of hours without a big fish and others could not put a
foot wrong. It was not luck, but skill, experience and perseverance that propelled some to the top
of the carp fishing tree, some I believe have even requested their ashes to be scattered over the
hallowed water!
There are still no shortage of takers for the opportunity to fish at redmire Pool and it remains to be
seen if the glory days will ever return. Many 20lbs fish are still present, mostly commons I believe,
the fish are growing fast and the fry are thriving, so in 30 years time maybe others will gather at
the pool to celebrate the centenary of Dick Walkers record catch on Sept 13th 2052, I will be there
in spirit!

Bob Rolph

Some of the Redmire Books
and Chapters

Bibliography and further reading:My huge thanks to Mark Walsingham for the
• Redmire Pool by Kevin Clifford and Len Arbery. 1984 Beekay
many photos he provided for this article.
• Redmire, edited by Tony Meers. 2019, Harper Press
Next
• Redmire Remembered, 2020, edited by Mike Starkey and John Carver
month,
• Historical Carp Waters by Chris Ball, 2017. Little Egret Press
Bob starts a new
• Quest for Carp by Jack Hilton, 1972, Pelham Books
3-part series on the
pioneering days of
• History of Carp Fishing revisited by Kevin Clifford, 2011. Sandholme
catfish fishing during
• A Century of Carp Fishing by Ball, Clifford and Paisley, 2000 Carp Talk
the 1960s in which he
was involved.
• Casting at the sun by Chris Yates, 1986, Pelham Books
His articles will include
• The Dick Walker Centenary book by Wayne Cryer 2018, Little Egret Press
many rare and historic
• The King Carp Waters by Chris Ball 1993. Crowood Press
pictures from that
Golden era more than
• The Haunting of Redmire Pool by Len Arbery. 2018
fifty years ago,
• And the Redmire Restoration articles by Mark Walsingham in Carpworld Magazine. Nov 2018 and Jan 2019
from 1968
to 1971.
There are many other titles and chapters in books, but these will get you started!!
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Medway Man
Bob Morris

W

ell, it's 'too hot to trot' this week as far as I am concerned and I have taken the unusual step
of deciding not to go out fishing at all, this is inspite of having a couple of days clear to do
so. I am thinking that the stress involved for both the fish and myself will be best avoided with air temps already up to 35 degrees and set to rise higher during the next few days.
A number off clubs have temporarily closed some venues or given out guidelines about fishing
fishing during this
of low
current heatwave. I must say that I tend to agree with these measures because off the possibilities of
oxygen content occurring on many waters - even stretches of river. Some anglers have said to me that you
can't have low oxygen at a weirpool or places where the current runs over boulders/shingle etc. The fact is
however that the warmer the water the less oxygen it can hold before it reaches saturation point and that is
where the problem arises. Hooking and playing hard fighting fish (particularly Carp and Barbel) during
these conditions is a real risk to their health. Please be careful if you are out fishing. It also seems that the
oxygen levels have to be very low to put some fish off their food - as metabolism is high at this time of year.
I notice it with my cats. They eat like a horse and then crash out in the shade with little energy, it seems - I
know the feeling!
Talking about hot weather and fishing, I had a rather interesting experience last week. I have still yet to
venture out onto the rivers and will now wait for a change in the weather patterns and in particular some
decent rainfall. My main quarry is still the Tench at the moment and during warm spells (normal warm!) I
have often found that fishing early and late is the way to go - as the midday heat is usually when they feed
least.
The traditional misty dawn may often be the only way to get a few bites during such conditions.
Unfortunately I am not a good early riser and frequently elect to fish a whole night just in order to be there
at the crack of dawn. Such was the case last week when I settled in for a night session - having baited a
separate margin swim for the morning. It was a clear night but very warm with a bright full moon which did
not give me confidence. Although I remain unconvinced about the phases of the moon theory of predicting
results and the best times to fish etc, I have never done too well on bright moonlit nights. I thought that at
even healthy looking flowing water can be
least I would be able to have a sleep out under the stars and be ready to take advantage of the dawn feed.
low in oxygen in hot weather
It is funny how sometimes
everything goes in a different direction to how we were expecting. first problem
a glut of mosquitoes made laying anywhere, with anything exposed, totally
impossible - well I suppose July is about the worse time of year for them. They
plagued me all night, unlike the fish who, as expected, were conspicuous by
their absence and apart from a couple of liners, it was a total 'no show'.
I moved into the margin swim at about 5.30 am, feeling totally shattered. There
was not much sign of life as I swung out the old float tackle and followed it up
with a couple of balls of groundbait, in fact it was not until just after the sun had
lifted itself above the horizon that the real signs of fish in the swim first
appeared. Bubbling (always good to see) was the first thing, and this soon
became rather frenzied, and then the accompanying liners with the float being
pushed all over the place without a decent lift occurring. This is a frequent
happening in a margin tench swim, as the particles of bait and seed create a
sort of pre-occupation and any larger items like hookbaits often, initially, are
Weirpools can also be oxygen depleted
ignored. I was having trouble concentrating on the float, as I was feeling
pretty shattered, and
also the rising sun was right in front of me making it a strain to
see. I decided to change to a small leger to give me a better
chance to watch a bobbin with a bit more time to react. By 7am
I still had not had a positive take in amongst a seething mass of
bubbles. I was expecting it to all be over by about nine, but
against all the odds, the complete opposite turned out to be the
case. A really good rise of the indicator then had me connected
to a hard fighting tench, which turned out to be the first of many
(10 to be precise) with a mighty amount of action - right
throughout the heat of the day. I lost several fish and missed
some as well and on a couple of occasions saw a good fish roll in
the swim - as I was playing out one of her mates. These were
not monsters, but averaged 5 - 6lbs and after running out of bait
at about 4 pm - with the air temp in the shade at 31 degrees I
packed up a happy, albeit rather confused angler.
I think that I can only ever remember one session when tench
have fed so well during the midday heat, but whenever we get to
thinking that we have got a good idea about how things will go
on the fishing front something like this forces us to rethink.
Misty Dawn
Margin tench swim
Long may it remain so!
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Our folio of delightful waters include:
River Wantsum CT7 0QN / a section of the River Stour CT3 1JB
Marshside Fishery: Homersham Lake & Scroggins Lake CT3 4EB

Day Tickets available at all venues:
A good average size

I am not too sad about not going out fishing this week as I am in the finishing
stages of putting the new book together, as you can see from the advert
below. All is looking good for the September launch day and I am delighted
to now confirm that the book will contain contributions from my good friends
Cliff Webb and John Carver. I will soon announce a local venue for a book
signing evening. All enquiries now welcome.

RIVERS: Adult £5 (Juniors to 16 years FOC)
LAKES: Adult £10 with loyalty card £7
Junior (aged 14-16 years inc.) £5
Night Fishing 5pm to 7am: Adult £15 with loyalty card £12
Night Fishing 24 hours:
Adult £25 with loyalty card £20 / Junior as for Day Tickets

Night fishing:
Only by prior booking.
Note: Juniors up to 13 years
to be with an adult - FOC

Midsummer session

Best Fishes & Reading Material,
Bob Morris

Contact Wantsum Angling Association on 01227 678063
or visit us at

www.wantsumaa.co.uk
We can also be contacted via the
Contact Us message service on the website
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Warren White

07837 758923
www.coachingcoarsefishing.co.uk

Henfold
Bait & Tackle

07956 043922

020 7840 9212

www.countryside-alliance.org/the-foundation/fishingforschools/

SCOTTIES Fishing Tackle
u

25 Southwick Square
Southwick BN42 4FP
01273 592903

Hello and welcome to the august edition of the Junior informer!
The Summer Holidays are here and the weather is fine, hooray! What a great time of year it is! With the month
of august in front of you i hope you find some time to get fishing.
The weather has been very good for the past couple of weeks, but the bright sunshine and high temperatures have often made fishing
difficult. I have probably said it before, but I will say it again (!), very often at this time of year the first three hours of the day and the
last three hours of the day (leading in to darkness) are often the most productive periods to fish. Generally when the sun is high and
bright and it is hot the fish become lethargic and unwilling to feed. Talking of food, August is the last of the Summer months and the
fish have had several months continually offered lots of boilies and the mainstream baits so a change to something different can often
make a difference. Try single baits that are different and your supermarket is an ideal place to start. There are potentially dozens of
foods that could be used for bait! We all know that sweetcorn is a great bait, along with luncheon meat, but have you thought about
other tinned/frozen vegetables? A few examples are chick peas, canneloni beans, kidney beans, frozen peas, to name but a few. Some
more exotic baits are sultanas, raisins and glace cherries that mums make cakes with! They all work! for loosefeed, try using rice! You
can buy packs of pre-cooked rice in pouches that need 2 minutes in the microwave to heat, but obviously the rice doesn't need to be
heated so the pouch can be taken straight to the bank. Only feed sparingly as the rice can quickly fill up fish. The rice can also be
flavoured with bait liquids etc and coloured with food dye and bait powders! Lots of room to experiment! Give it a try!

We offer
Level 1, 2, 3,
FdSc, BSc,
full time
and part
time
courses!

Our students leave
us industry ready
for roles worldwide
with careers in
the Environment Agency,
CEFAS, Fish Farming
& Fishery Management
sectors

Hatchery Includes: 50 Aquarium Tanks & Recirculating Aquaculture Systems
Species Include: Carp, Koi, Tench, African Walking Catfish and Nile Tilapia
2 Acre mixed coarse lake • 2 Acres of growing-on-farm ponds
Strong links with industry • Excellent progression and career options

If you’re passionate about 昀shing or 昀sh keeping and want to make your hobby a career,
talk to us today! Visit www.hadlow.ac.uk or visit one of our open events!
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each 'ready, Steady, fish' pack contains:
400g of shelf life Squabs • 3 x medium swivel Stonze weights
of 2 – 2.5 ozs • 3 x Gripz hair rigs (for 14mm baits use size 8 Gripz,
18mm baits use size 6 Gripz) • 500g of Carp Crush groundbait/method mix
• Anti-tangle foam • Boilie stops • Packet of Gammarus shrimp
• Packet of 15 x 10mm pop ups
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The fantastic pack is worth over £20! All you have to do to be
in with a chance of winning one of the ‘ready,
Steady, fish’ packs is to send your Catch Photo to
the freshwater Informer by email or by message
on the facebook page!

WINNER
of the PALLATrAX
‘ready, Steady, fish’
pack for JULY is...

George Pilkington

Fred Woodbridge - 7lbs Kent Pit

Freddy Joe Beaney - Pittlands

Beau Howell - 11lbs 2ozs Darenth

Casey Hogben at Cottington Lakes

Ellie Parsons - Chequertree Fishery

Finlay Parker - Little Cansiron Farm

Harry Buller - Henfold Lakes

Lily Ellen Smith - first ever fish!

Gemma Baker

Riley Hayward - Orchard Place Farm

Sid Howell - 10lbs Darenth

Monty Bird at Hawkhurst

HENFOLD BAIT & TACKLE Henfold Lakes, Henfold Lane, Newdigate RH5 4RW

TACKLE HIRE AND TUITION AVAILABLE

07956 043922
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2022 FUN DAY at HORTON KIRBY
Sunday 10th July saw the ddapS youth fishing fun day at Horton Kirby.

This event had been sadly curtailed for the past two years due to the pandemic, so
we were all a little apprehensive to see if the numbers would return or if in fact a bit
of momentum had been lost.

With little over half an hour before we
opened the gates to welcome our
young guests, all apprehension was
removed with a healthy queue formed
orderly outside on what could best be
described as a scorching day. Young
anglers were all soon in their chosen
spots and almost instantly their efforts
were being rewarded with fish being
caught all over and of all different
shapes and sizes. There were very few youngsters who didn’t manage to catch a couple of fish, and
some went on to have some notable catches.
There was as in previous years free professional tuition to those who wished to take it, and the
coaches reported that their young charges were catching not only the usual roach, perch and
skimmers, but also tench, carp and good sized bream.
At the end the traditional award ceremony and raffle took place and the winners were as follows:
• The coach’s award went to phoebie who caught an impressive 6lbs carp with her coach Les.
• Grace won fish of the Day, she managed to land a 3lbs tench on one of the whips provided by
The Tackle Box.
• The prestigious Tackle Box Angler of the Day award went to Stanley who not only caught carp
with the coaches, but also managed to catch a carp estimated around the 13-15lbs mark on the
whip that he was provided with, congratulations to you all!
All the award winners were presented with a trophy and certificate along with a float rod and reel,
all of which were provided courtesy of the The Tackle Box, the lucky raffle winners also won a float
rod and reel! At the end of the day, no one left empty-handed as all the equipment provided on the
day was then given to the angler to keep, once again courtesy of the The Tackle Box in Watling
Street, Dartford. They made sure that every child went home with a fishing kit free of charge!
At the end of the day, our register showed that just over 300 youngsters had attended
the event. This event would not be possible if it wasn’t for all the volunteers who gave up
their time on both saturday and sunday to run the event. DDAPs would also like to thank
Kent Police for their continued support, Location medical services, the coaches and also
smith & Chapman photography who kindly done all the photography for free.
it goes without saying that special thanks go to The Tackle Box in Watling street,
Dartford who sponsor the event and provide not only all the equipment and prizes, but
also all the bait, without their generous support this day would not be possible.
We look forward to seeing you all again next year. Thank you all - DDAPS
Here is just a small selection of photos from the day, more can be found at www.ddapS.org
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Great weekend for Brydon!
Ben Berry sent in this report after he and son Brydon had a cracking session
together:
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Happy Birthday Alisha!
Tyler clarkson at
ashford's eureka
fishery sent in this
report following his
daughter alisha’s
birthday:
"It was our Alisha’s
birthday and the day after
her birthday she was asked
what she wanted to do?
She wanted to go fishing,
so fishing we went!

It was another lovely day spent
with good friends and we all
caught some good fish, 21 carp
landed in total with a couple of fish
lost. Just look at them kids smile
though, isn't that what it's all
about?" Regards, Tyler

“My son Brydon and I attended a social with friends on Stour Valley's Reed lake.
From the start we were having fish off the top and bottom and had a busy day
catching plenty of carp. An hour after our bbq my son's rod came alive once again.
This time he had a real battle on his hands! After it finally slipped over the net cord I
instantly looked at my mate Steve and nodded. “That’s a good fish!” Well it was a
good fish, a lovely dark 24lbs common. A very good fish for this lake and a new PB
for my son Brydon. Here are a few photos of the other fish he had as well as the
24lbs common.” Regards, Ben

Fishing is a family business!
Bowie
duffield sent
in these
photos of him
and son
Bowie junior
with some
fine fish
caught
recently.

it would seem that dad’s angling skills have
been passed on to his son! The carp to 26lbs
were caught surface fishing and the tench
was taken during
a period
of float
fishing the
same day.

Big catfish for
Joshua King!

Joshua King sent me this great report after
he caught a huge catfish at latchetts lakes:
“Hi Barry, It’s Joshua again. Dad took me and
my mate to Latchetts Lakes for 24 hours recently.
I caught a couple of carp and had seven catfish,
but the highlight was this PB catfish that weighed
40lbs 2ozs. The fish was as long as I am tall!
A great 24 hours fishing." Joshua
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august update
by instructor Warren White
The past few weeks have been really busy with lots of schools and groups using our
courses and team of qualified instructors to supplement the educational curriculum with
some amazing results! We have been working with some incredible young people who have really embraced fishing
and what is very striking is the number of girl participants who are keen to take part and very well they have done!
Rowhill school
our Thursday BTec fishery course with rowhill school students is always a well attended course and today we
were at Shorne country park.The first project was for the lads to make a few Whip rigs, then on to the lake to have a fish.
One interesting piece of nature was that we found was a dragon fly nympth husk. The fishing was good today with plenty of
good silver fish caught and strangely enough we found that green / blue maggot, which we don’t normally use because we
only get red and white, was the ‘go to’ bait.’

stone Lodge school
The fishing for Schools Team Kent were at monk lakes with a
group of students from Stone lodge school, dartford.
Students using an
imitation Carp looked at
the external features of a
fish, which went down
well in discussion.
This was the second
group of students
we have had from
the school on this
course, such is the
desire to go fishing!
Thanks to the The
Tackle Box at
Dartford for funding
this course.

DDAPs Junior Day at Horton Kirby Lakes

it was a great turn out at the ddapS club junior fun day and over 200 juniors attended! I have been supporting this event since Day One so it
was great to see the Junior Day back on after it was stopped due to Covid. It was an absolutely roasting hot today, but all the juniors got on with their
fishing and seemed to love it. I met some really nice families who were really keen to get their children into fishing. On the fishing front, to be honest
today we got 'breamed' out, the normal Whip and Waggler were good for the silver fish, but we tried to
find a way of catching a Carp. The method feeder saw 15 Bream landed, then we had an idea of trying
the Pellet feeder and this method eventually saw a young lad, Stanley Higgins, catch a nice sized Carp
that saw him go on to win the Coaches prize for the day, well done Stanley. A big thanks to The Tackle
Box at Dartford for sponsoring this great day and to Andrew Hope who runs the event and to all the
D.D.A.P.S volunteers who went out of their way to make the day special for the Juniors.
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Our fishery has been quiet during July due to the heatwave and the Trout have naturally
moved to deeper water and become elusive and this is why we close for Summer at
Tenterden. We re-open on the 26 august 2022 at 8.20am - Bank Holiday
Weekend - when we look forward to welcoming our Anglers back for the second half
of the season. Please ring to book to avoid disappointment – 01580 763201.
TENTERDEN TROUT WATERS
Coombe Farm, Chennell Park Road
We would suggest an intermediate line or floating line with sink tip and to move
Tenterden, Kent TN30 6XA
position every 30 minutes. Catch & release maybe a better option if the weather is still
We aim to provide an excellent day’s sport
hot, at the time of typing this we are rising to 40 degrees, fingers crossed the weather
in beautiful Wealden Countryside.
breaks when we open. All 3 Lakes (just under 5 acres of water) are fully stocked with
Day Permit £40 = 4 best fish
quality rainbows, Blues & Brownies so make sure you fish them all when you are here
Half Day Permit £28 = 2 best fish
to get the maximum out of your visit. We do request that our Brownies are returned to the water. Our lakeside fishery
Catch & Release &
lodge is open for you to enjoy providing tea/coffee with our compliments. Please call or email gaynor@coombe-farm.com /
Junior Permits available.
Regular stocking of top quality
01580 763201 to book your fishing. If we don’t answer please leave a message, name and number and we will get back to
Rainbows, Browns & Blues to 12lbs
you asap. We will limit our numbers to 12 Anglers fishing at any one time to create the space you all need.
TACKLE AVAILABLE TO HIRE
Stay & fish Our Shepherds Hut accommodation is open for both Anglers who wish to stay and fish and for other guests
TUITION BY APPOINTMENT
who just welcome a short break away in Kent. We are delighted that it has been well received by guests in our positive
A TROUTMASTERS WATER
RANKED IN THE TOP 50 OF THE TOP 100 STILLWATER
reviews. If a staycation is of interest to you this Summer to avoid the airport delays, then we are offering 20% off our
FISHERIES IN THE BRITISH ISLES
permit prices if you stay in our Ghillies Hut. fishing Tuition will continue whilst we are closed for Summer - please
Contact
(01580) 763201
enquire/book direct with richard Stokes, our Instructor, email richard@coombe-farm.com if you are interested in learning a
www.tenterden-trout-waters.co.uk
new skill in 2022 and visit our Tuition Page on our website for more info. It is always fun to learn new things in life and you
can purchase a lesson as a gift voucher experience for someone special. for an up-to-date fishing report please go to our website: www.tenterden-trout-waters.co.uk and
click on News/fishing report. You will find an Aerial Tour on our Home Page so you can view our picturesque Wealden setting. Please follow us on Instagram and facebook
and visit our Gallery. Our family run fishery was established in 1975 and we are one of the Top 50 Stillwater Trout fisheries in the British Isles and a Trout Master Water.
We look forward to welcoming you back to Tenterden Trout Waters where we take pride in stocking hard fighting trout! Tight Lines – Gaynor, Richard, & Audrey

Tenterden
Trout Waters
Tenterden, Kent

Brick Farm Lakes
Herstmonceux, East Sussex

On a very hot and bright Sunday in July we
hosted our first Brick farm Lakes Ladies Day! 24
people joined us – mostly ladies, but with the
odd male guest also here. The day started with
tea, coffee, fresh pastries and fruit. At 10am
people were divided up to allow complete
novices to be grouped with one of our expert
coaches (rob Barden & Gary Poole) while others
took themselves onto the water and benefited
from more expert coaches (Peter Winder,
Caroline Cutmore & Martin Penton) who were
roaming around offering tips and advice. The sun was incredibly strong throughout the
day, but with complimentary cold water and scheduled refreshment and shade stops,
everyone was well looked after. Top casting instruction for the complete beginners was
given on the grass by Stag Lake before a buffet style lunch of sandwiches, nibbles and
homemade cakes. After lunch everyone went back out to put what they had learnt into
practice on the water. All the coaches were walking around to ensure safety and offer
advice. 8 fish were caught on the day, but many were hooked and lost in the fight –
honestly, more than we had expected with the weather forecast! Snowbee had kindly
sponsored the day which resulted in 2 lucky beginner anglers receiving a £50 voucher
each – well done to Laura and to Michael. everyone left with smiles and a breadth of
knowledge gained.
Our next Ladies Day (plus guests) will be held on Saturday 1st october so if you have
ever fancied giving fly fishing a go then this really is the perfect opportunity to learn in
a relaxed and friendly environment. Places are limited so please give us as call at the
Lodge on 01323 832615 to sign up – the cost will be £52 per person to include onsite
coaching, tea/coffee, breakfast & lunch. Generally speaking, fly fishing is as you’d
expect for this time of year and the conditions. fish are still being caught, but it isn’t as
prolific as cooler months. Small buzzers or even
dries can be fruitful more so in the mornings or
evenings. We are running a special 1 fish ticket
for august – for only £20, with additional fish
at £12 each. Last cast is currently 9pm, however if
all anglers have left then we are locking up at
6.30pm so please call if you are planning to visit
for the evening.
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Lure Fishing

Andy Lush - The Friendly Fisherman

As one door closes another opens!
Although water temperatures hadn’t been too hot for trout fishing in June or July my appetite had
however waned. i’d already got the itch to go carp fly fishing; watching fish on the surface is so much
fun, i never tire of it. it’s one of the main attractions of this style of fishing, it’s so exciting seeing a pair
of rubbery lips coming up and engulfing you fly! every year more and more trout anglers are discovering
this exciting form of fly fishing so i thought i’d give a brief rundown of what i use. i’ve also gone into
detail about feeding strategies which play a vital part in being successful.

Rod, reel and fly line
I use a 9ft #8 weight rod which is shorter and more powerful
than my trout rods, but then again carp are usually a lot bigger
than trout. A floating weight forward fly line to match the rod is
loaded on a fly reel which is effectively a centre pin large
enough to hold 30yds of thick fly line and at least 50yds of
backing. Backing line is there in case a fish takes all the casting
line as it powers off when hooked.

Polarised glasses
These are essential, without them cutting the surface glare
you’re effectively fishing blind!

Terminal tackle
Compared to regular carp fishing, fly fishing for carp is very
simply indeed. The leader is the connection between the fly
line, the casting weight, and the fly. When trout fishing we
usually use a leader of at least a rod’s length often longer, for
carp a shorter 5-6ft leader helps turn the larger fly over and
aids accurate casting, simples.
I use Suffix Duraflex co-polymer nylon in 0.25mm - 15.4lb, this
This stunning common found Andy’s fly too tempting
ultra-fine line is an edge when targeting surface feeding fish as
your line is very visible on the surface. The last few inches of leader, just in front of the the fly, needs to sit in the surface rather than on top. To
achieve this I use a paste known as ‘leader sink’ to degrease the material and hide the line from cautious fish. It’s less important when there’s some
surface ripple as this breaks the surface tension and hides the leader.

oily baits
Using oily baits is a popular tactic to attract fish and to flatten off the
surface ripple. This makes it much easier to see your fly, but can cause
problems. The oil increases the surface tension so your leader will be
visible on the surface even after regular degreasing with ‘leader sink’. I
even carry a small amount of washing up liquid with an abrasive sponge
to try and sink my ‘tippet’, the term used for the last section of the
leader. When this happens my last resort is to add a short 12”-18”
‘tippet’ of Seaguar Soft-plus fluorocarbon. fluorocarbon is denser than
co-polymer so will usually solve the problem. However with the leader
sinking it can spook fish if it comes into contact with their body, the
result is often a foul hooked fish! Keeping the ‘tippet’ short and under
tension is the best way to avoid this.

Feeding strategies
Another beautiful mirror couldn?t resist James mixer imitation

Before starting to fish you need to access the fish’s behaviour. I’m
assuming you can see fish, are they cruising about or stationary basking
on the top? How they are behaving will guide you in what to do next.
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Cruisers
Cruisers are very catchable, aim your cast a couple of feet
ahead of them and draw your fly into their path, often this will
result in a take. If they ignore this tactic then introduce small
amounts of floaters in the general area to see if they will stop
and feed.

Baskers
These fish are lazing on the surface and not moving. fire a few
floaters close to them and watch their reaction. Often they will
start to move without appearing to take anything but they will
eventually. That’s why feeding “little and often” is so important,
gradually the odd fish will sample a mixer. If they show no
interest switch to the smaller floaters and keep watching
closely. eventually you’ll see the odd fish lift ever so slightly,
head tilted towards the surface. What happens next is you’ll
see the surface dimple or bulge, keep feeding and slowly lips
will appear and then more and more and so on until the
excitement spreads amongst the others. I’ve described what
I call the “peanut effect” in more detail later in this article.

No surface fish

The ‘peanut effect’ helped Andy catch this chunky mirror

There are times when no fish are visible to start with. During
the summer months in the day carp are never far from the
surface. In this situation position yourself with the wind off your back and feed a mixture of floaters; I use 8mm and 11mm pellets. Again feed
“little and often” until you see signs of fish. Try and gauge what size they are taking as this will influence your fly choice. Don’t be tempted to
increase the quantity of feed as the fish will follow the food downwind. Try to drop the food slightly shorter once you see fish taking in an effort to
draw them closer. This will help you target them more accurately and select the larger specimens. On pressured waters you’ll often see fish just
appear directly under the bait. The first thing you’ll notice is a pair of lips as they gradually emerge from the murky water followed by a head. The
carp is now virtually standing vertically on its tail trying to breathe the bait in as it pumps its gills. These fish are very tricky, cast your fly out and
feed regularly on the same spot. I’ve caught several fish like this that have taken the fly as I’ve been rummaging about in my bucket refilling my
catapult. The takes are savage as the fly line zips across the surface but this is not an effective way of targeting these fish but should be seen as a
bonus capture. I’ve had some success with these fish by using a trout fly known as a ‘Hopper Popper’; I use these in black which is a very effective
colour. This fly has a buoyant foam head, its body sits under the surface
which is the key to its success. When the carp is testing the the fly the
hook is already in its mouth and as it turns away the fly catches hold
before it has time to eject it! As I’ve said these fish are difficult and I
believe are the result of angling pressure. Unlike trout that are often
taken for food, carp do learn from being caught and released. So to be
WITH ANDY LUSH
successful you have to keep changing your approach. Trying new flies and
tactics all the time is what makes carp fishing so much fun.
Andy offers a guiding service

GUIDED LURE &
FLY FISHING DAYS

The ‘peanut effect’

If the fish are not showing any interest in the 11mm pellets or dog
biscuits I introduce some smaller floaters, cat biscuits or 8mm floating
pellets. I’m aiming to create what I call the ‘peanut effect’. Let me
explain, you walk into a bar and there’s some peanuts on the counter,
you’re not hungry but you take one and the taste is too good to resist
another and so on, that’s what I’m trying to create by introducing smaller
floaters. Once fish are taking I like to introduce a few larger 11mm baits
and watch what happens next? Carp are greedy fish and they will often
search out the larger baits once you’ve triggered the feeding response.
If this happens I choose a suitable large fly, if they ignore the bigger baits
then my imitation has to be scaled down to suit.

Casting range
I’ve described how to get the carp feeding but I need them within my
casting range. It’s not always possible to find suitable swims where there
are fish. Once you’ve got fish feeding I try to manoeuvre them into a
position where I can reach them. Learning to roll cast will open up many
more swims that cannot be fished by overhead casting and is worth
learning. One last thing, while playing fish I continue feeding my swim in
an effort to hold the fish and keep them feeding.

for those who want to learn
more about ‘Lure Fishing’
and ‘Fly Fishing’
LURE FISHING Fish a variety of reservoirs for Pike, Perch and
Zander. These days are suitable for beginners and improvers who
wish to ‘fast track’ their way to success. Learn more about lure
fishing, the use of boats and fish finders, or just have a FUN day with
an experienced Predator angler.

FLY FISHING One of Andy’s favourite methods, Trout, Carp or Pike
can be targeted.
TROUT Reservoirs or smaller stillwaters in the South East. These days
are suitable for beginners or improvers who wish to learn ‘how to
catch more fish’, or just have a FUN day with an experienced fly
fisherman.

CARP & PIKE More anglers are looking to find exciting ways of
catching their favourite fish. Carp off the top during the summer
takes a lot of beating. Pike in the spring and autumn, whatever
their size they are a lot of FUN on the fly!

TO BOOK A DAY email: info@thefriendlyfisherman.co.uk with your
contact phone number and Andy will call you back and discuss
details.

Tight lines Andy Lush

01892 826041 / 07951 304515

www.springhilltroutwaters.co.uk
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Coarse Fisheries

Beaver farm fishery eastbourne road
Newchapel, Lingfield rH7 6HL
01342 324006 / 07710 656041
charlies lakes
Steeds Lane, Kingsnorth, Ashford TN26 1NH
07857 539785
chequertree Trout and coarse fishery
Bethersden, Near Ashford TN26 3Jr
01233 820078
claygate lakes
Collier Street, Claygate, Marden TN12 9PL
07770 513448
coombewood fishery, redbrook Street
High Halden, Near Ashford TN26 3JH
07895 679569
elphicks fisheries
Spelmonden road, Horsmonden TN12 8eL
01580 212512
eureka fishery Nicholas road
Kennington, Ashford, Kent TN25 4AG
07597 879621
frant lakes Hawkenbury road
Bells Yew Green, Tunbridge Wells TN3 9AP
01892 616424
furnace Brook fishery and fish farm
Trolliloes, Cowbeech, near Hailsham BN27 4Qr
01435 830835
Gabriels fishery
Marsh Green road, edenbridge TN8 5PP
07730 066088
Greenacres farm fishery
Sissinghurst road, Biddenden TN27 8eH
07933 934942
Hartley lands fishery
Swattenden Lane, Cranbrook TN17 3PS
07703 825064
Hawkhurst fish farm
Hastings road, Hawkhurst TN18 4rT
01580 753813
Horam manor fishery Horam Manor farm
Horam TN21 0JB
01323 840889 / 07707 759364
Horsmonden lakes
Grovehurst road, Horsmonden TN12 8BQ
01892 838576
iden Wood fishery Coldharbour Lane
Iden, rye TN31 7UT
01797 280180 / 07906 232225
Knightingales fishery
Stone–In–Oxney, Near Tenterden TN30 7HA
07941 176205
mousehole lakes Maidstone road
Nettlestead, Near Paddock Wood Me18 5Hr
07725 783405
orchard place farm fishery Pearsons Green road
Paddock Wood, Kent TN12 6NY
01892 838576
pittlands lakes Churn Lane
Horsmonden, Paddock Wood TN12 8HL
07716 065900
Sandwich lakes coarse fishery Sandwich Ash road (A257),
Near Canterbury CT3 2DA
07936 409912
Shirkoak fishery
Bethersden road, Woodchurch, Ashford TN26 3PZ
07973 410973
The lakes at Beachborough Beachborough Park
Newington Near folkestone CT18 8BW
07469 809877
Tricklebrook fishery
Colts Hill, five Oak Green TN12 6SH
07743 955812
Willows angling centre
Bax farm, Lower road, Teynham Me9 9BU
01795 520887
Wylands farm
Wylands farm, Powdermill Lane, Battle TN33 0SU
01424 893394

Trout Fisheries

Brick farm lakes
Windmill Hill, Herstmonceux BN27 4rS
01323 832615
cinder Hill fly fishing Membership available from
email: r.nathan@btinternet.com
01892 770903
coltsford mill Trout fishery & fly Tackle shop
Mill Lane, Oxted, Surrey rH8 9DG 01883 715666 / 07798 605867
Spring Hill Trout Waters
Albans farm, romford road, Pembury TN2 4BB
07951 304515
Tenterden Trout Waters Coombe farm, Chennell Park road TN30 6XA
www.tenterden-trout-waters.co.uk
01580 763201

Tackle & Bait Supplies

absolute Tackle 12 Wealden forest Park
Herne Common, Kent CT6 7LQ
01227 636724 / 07809 330854
angling Specialist (aSH)
29 Queen Street, Horsham rH13 5AA
01403 264644
a.r. Tackle 8 Castle Street, Hastings TN34 3DY
01424 422094
arun angling centre The Old Blacksmiths Yard
Water Lane, Angmering BN16 4eP
01903 770099

Best Buddies 28 Martello Drive
Dymchurch road, Hythe CT21 6PH
01303 487144
Bodle angling
Cuckfield road, Burgess Hill rH15 8re
01444 247757
camos carp cabin
11 Turner Street, ramsgate CT11 8NJ
01843 581784
crowborough Tackle Shop 2, Lexden Lodge, Crowborough Hill
Crowborough, east Sussex TN6 2eG
01892 667671
dens Tackle
73 Dymchurch road, Hythe CT21 6JN
01303 267053
eastbourne aquarium & reptile centre
19-21 Seaside, eastbourne BN21 3PP
01323 730635
Gabriels fishery Tackle Shop
Marsh Green road, edenbridge, Kent TN8 5PP
07730 066088
Henfold Bait & Tackle Henfold Lakes
Henfold Lane, Newdigate, Dorking rH5 4rW
07956 043922
Jack frost
reynolds Place, West Green, Crawley rH11 7HB
01293 521186
Just fishing Tackle
22 Marion Crescent, Orpington Br5 2DD
01689 637477
Kent angling centre
44 Seal road, Sevenoaks TN14 5Ar
01732 905088
Kent Tackle Hawkhurst fish farm
Hastings road, Hawkhurst TN18 4rT
01580 754422
medway Tackle Supplies
11 Twydall Green, Gillingham Me8 6JY
01634 475260
mfc outdoor Store
9 Station road, Hailsham BN27 2Be
01323 846883
NJ Tackle
150 Milton road, Gravesend DA12 2rG
01474 353998
orchard Tackle 58 High Brooms road
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 9DB
07494 670328
pinions Baits 431 London road
Ditton, Aylesford Me20 6DB
01622 718580
polegate angling centre Unit 7
Birch Industrial estate, eastbourne BN23 6PH
01323 486379
romney angling
59 High Street, New romney TN28 8AH
01797 362889
Sheppey angling Unit 5, regis Business Park
New road, Sheerness, Kent Me12 1HA
01795 661089
Shorties Tackle Unit 16
The Glenmore Centre, Whitfield, Dover CT16 3fH
07563 620368
South london angling centre
286 Lee High road, London Se13 5PJ
0208 852 4451
Sues Tackle cabin The Spice Warehouse
rye Harbour road, rye TN31 7Te 01797 225015 / 07980 290247
The Tackle Box
251 Watling Street, Dartford DA2 6eG
01322 292400
Trade in Tackle Maidstone road
Wateringbury Me18 5eH
01622 814296 / 07941 085011

Angling Clubs & Societies

Bromley (Kent) & district aS PO Box 895, east Grinstead rH19 9ND
email: bdas-kent-enquiry@bdaskent.co.uk
cinder Hill fly fishing Membership available from
email: r.nathan@btinternet.com
01892 770903
crawley angling Society info@crawleyangling.co.uk 01293 521186
c/o Jack frost Tackle, reynolds Place, West Green, Crawley rH11 7HB
cypry angel pool Bexley carp syndicate membership water
enquiries to Dean Bray
dean.bray@hotmail.com / 07843 272328
fly dressers Guild (Sussex Branch)
New members welcome
Contact Simon 07799 484166
Hastings Bexhill & district Postal enquiries to
S.Corke, 2 The Sidings, Bexhill On Sea TN40 1rf
Chris Pagan 07429 655237 / Steve Potter 07935 268174
Jason Tuckey on 07983 569220
linton angling Society
or email lassecretary@lintonangling.co.uk
Tonbridge & district a & fpS
PO Box 131, Tonbridge TN11 8WB
Martyn 07802 248861
01227 678063
Wantsum angling association
or contact via website www.wantsumaa.co.uk
advertise here for only £60 for 12 months or £30 for 6 months!
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Mousehole
Lakes

BAILIFF ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

FOR UNLOADING YOUR EQUIPMENT
TO YOUR SWIM

NINE ACRES - THREE LAKES
Swift
Lake

Swift Lake

Kestrel Lake

SWIFT LAKE (Match/Pleasure) up to 2 Rods
Day Ticket : £10

KESTREL LAKE up to 3 Rods
Kingfisher
Lake

Day Ticket : £25
60 hours : £85
24 hours : £40
72 hours : £100
36 hours : £55
84 hours : £115
48 hours : £70
96 hours : £130
5 days : £145 6 days : £160 7 days : £175
Exclusive Hire up to 6 anglers for 48 hours : £450

KINGFISHER LAKE up to 3 Rods
Day Ticket : £20
60 hours : £80
24 hours : £35
72 hours : £95
36 hours : £50
84 hours : £110
48 hours : £65
96 hours : £125
5 days : £140 6 days : £155 7 days : £170
Exclusive Hire up to 15 anglers for 48 hours : £1,000

Mousehole
Bait & Tackle

©

NEW CAFE OPEN

©

is open 7 days a week for all
your needs. Contact Joanne
on 07725 783405 for any
bait and tackle enquiries.

Maidstone Road | Nettlestead | Maidstone | Kent | ME18 5HR

07725 783405

www.mouseholelakes.co.uk

TOILET &
SHOWER BLOCK WITH
DISABLED FACILITIES
FREE shower for overnight
& 48hr plus sessions
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